Appendix A

Downtown Design Guidelines

DIVISION V
DOWNTOWN STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
18.40.600
Applicability
(1) The downtown area shall consist of all properties generally between
15th Street on the south and Highway 58 on the north and from Cheyenne Street to East Street, and as specifically depicted by the map in
Section 18.40.724 below.
(2) No building permit shall be issued for the construction of any building, structure, parking area, or for any significant alteration to existing
buildings or structures in the downtown area without first obtaining
the approval of a site development plan from the Director of Planning
and Development. For the purposes of this section, “significant alteration” refers to an addition in gross floor area greater than 1,000 square
feet or any physical alteration to a building façade facing a street or
alley.
(3) As detailed in Section 18.40.040(1), all proposals shall be reviewed
according to the General Standards and Guidelines and Additional
Provisions. In addition, proposals shall be reviewed according to the
applicable Specific Standards and Guidelines. Proposals involving
historically designated properties are also required to be reviewed by
the Historic Preservation Board in conformance with Chapter 18.58.
(4) The site development standards and guidelines set forth hereafter are
in addition to any other site development standards which may otherwise be applicable to a particular property or geographic area of the
City.
18.40.610
Review procedures and requirements for approval
(1) General application and review process for the downtown area shall
be in accordance with Sections 18.40.030 thru 18.40.100 of this chapter.
18.40.620
Intent and Purpose
Golden’s downtown area has a unique character that is separate and distinct
from other areas of Golden. The design standards and guidelines attempt to
preserve the Main street character of downtown through the maintenance and
restoration of its architectural integrity.
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General Standards and Guidelines
18.40.630

b. New construction and additions to existing buildings should recognize the predominant size and bulk of existing buildings through
design considerations.

Character
18.40.632
18.40.634

Guidelines
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18.40.642
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18.40.644
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Roofs and Porches
18.40.652
Guidelines
18.40.654
Standards

18.40.660

Exterior Spaces
18.40.662
Guidelines
18.40.664
Standards

18.40.670

Openings
18.40.672
18.40.674
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18.40.680

Parking and Circulation
18.40.682
Guidelines
18.40.684
Standards

18.40.690

Streetscape
18.40.692
18.40.694

Guidelines
Standards

Specific Standards and Guidelines
18.40.700

Multifamily and Mixed Use properties
18.40.702
Guidelines
18.40.704
Stamdards

18.40.710

Building Placement and Site Layout
18.40.712
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18.40.714
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18.40.720

Massing, Scale, and Proportion
18.40.722
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18.40.724
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Single-family Residential buildings
with Commercial Uses
18.40.732
Guidelines
18.40.734
Standards

(1) Goals
a. Retain distinct architectural features that give the downtown its
distinguishing character.

Applicability
Review procedures and requirements for approval
Intent and Purpose

Additional Provisions
18.40.740

Clear Creek Corridor
18.40.742
Guidelines
18.40.744
Standards

18.40.750

Signs
18.40.752
18.40.754

Guidelines
Standards

c. Use new elements such as landscaping materials, fencing,
streetscape elements that are compatible with the character of the
neighborhood in size, scale, material and color.
d. Retain features such as parks, street lights, benches, walkways, alleys, and building setbacks that have traditionally linked buildings
to their environment.
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GENERAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
18.40.630
Character
The combination of a building’s distinguishing features make up the important
overall character element. Development should respect downtown Golden’s
character which is typified in architectural features of several existing historic
structures in the downtown area. The representative character desired by the
City of Golden is included in the following examples:
a. 1201 Washington Avenue
The original Ruby National Bank building illustrates late nineteenth
century architecture in Golden.
• Regular rhythm of window spacing on the second floor
• Extensive cornice details
• Appropriate use of color
• Etched or carved masonry with faux column highlights at regular
intervals and on corner

1201 Washington Avenue

b. 1200 Washington Avenue
The Everett Block building (1873) retains its unique Golden character
through an updated, contemporary use of color and awnings while
maintaining the custom styles of arched second story windows and
first floor storefront windows.
• Strong use of color
• Arched windows and headers
• Texturized dentifrice detail under cornice element.
•

Maintains setback consistency along block

c. 1122 Washington Avenue
The Loveland Building (1863) is Golden’s first brick storefront with
arched doors and windows and is an example of an appropriate corner
development. With the entrance opening to the corner, the entrance
is visible and is the highlighted feature. The use of window cladding
creates visual interest while duplicating the rectangular components in
the building façade.
• Corner entry at intersection
• Large storefront windows
• Preservation of brick detail and color
• Appropriate cornice element

1200 Washington Avenue

1122 Washington Avenue

d. 1120 Washington Avenue
The Coors Building (1906) maintains a set back third story with
projecting, arched dormer elements. The unique tile mansard roof and
textured brick detailing provide high quality details.
• Sign band is appropriately sized
• Third floor set back from main façade
• Arched windows
• Segmented windows on second story
• Storefront windows indicate retail use
• Kick plate under storefront windows
• Use of color to define sign and kick plate elements
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1120 Washington Avenue

e. 1100 Washington Avenue
The Woods Mortuary Building was built in two phases: the north half
(1872) features arched window treatments, a prominent cornice feature, and appropriate window and door intervals; the south half (Taft
Building, built pre-1886) is similar in style. This building is a good
example of creating continuity even though there are varying architectural elements between the two.
• Consistent color scheme
• Window openings at regular intervals
• Recessed entrances
• Detailed dentifrice and brick work
• Unique window headers
• Appropriately sized awning

1100 Washington Avenue

f. 1114 Washington Avenue
The Dollison Building (1880) was originally two stories but had a
third story recessed with mansard roof and two dormers) added but
later removed again around 1920.
• Recessed entry components
• Dissimilar second floor and first floor entrances
• Arched second floor windows
• Use of appropriate color highlights cornice element and kick
plates
18.40.632 Guidelines
(1) Development proposals should consider Golden’s representative
character, including architectural styles, features and architectural elements.

1114 Washington Avenue

(2) A building or group of buildings should be designed to be compatible
with and in general conformance to the proportions of architectural
forms, plans, and details within the existing urban context.
(3) Preservation of Original Features
a. Structures originally constructed as residences that are being used
for commercial purposes should retain the residential appearance
of the structure.
b. Elements such as porches and smaller-scale windows should be
retained.
(4) New additions on or near Washington Avenue which are above the
second floor should be set back to maintain the typical block character.
(5) Additions should be compatible in scale, materials and character with
the main building.
(6) Additions to the structure should be built on the side or back of the
original structure, and should maintain the character of the original
portions of the building.
18.40.634 Standards
(1) Missing original or historic features shall be replaced or continued
with accurate replications.
(2) The original open character of a porch shall be preserved. Porch enclosures on the front of a historic structure are inappropriate.
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18.40.640
Colors and Materials
Historic materials have an identifiable size and texture that is an important
visual characteristic of the downtown areas. The color scheme for a new or
renovated building should visually link it with others in the area.
18.40.642 Guidelines
(1) New buildings and additions should use elements that are compatible
with the historic elements, but which are characteristic of contemporary materials.
(2) Materials should be smooth brick with narrow joints or wood siding
with narrow lap. Stone should be reserved for detailing at cornices
and windows and for use at the building base.

Missing cornice feature

(3) If stucco or EFS system is used, it should be used only above the second floor.
(4) Strongly contrasting materials should be limited to use for accents.
Colors not historically used in the area are appropriate for small areas
such as window or door trim, kick plates, or clerestory details.
(5) Smooth, featureless metal, plastic, or concrete panels should be
avoided.
(6) Highly reflective materials should be avoided. Some use of glass is
appropriate for its transparency, as long as it is not tinted or mirrored.
(7) Steel and iron materials that are finely detailed and finished are appropriate.
(8) Owners are encouraged to repair, restore or replace existing wood
siding with similar wood materials. Alternative materials such as
vinyl are not prohibited, but should accompany appropriate wood trim
details.

appropriate brick size - 8” square cut

(9) The following is a list of material examples that are generally inappropriate in the historic context of downtown:
• Imitation masonry
• Mirrored surfaces
• Vinyl or plastic imitation wood siding, with the exception of postconsumer recycled materials
• Oversized bricks
• Stucco treated as a particular theme, such as Southwestern or
Mediterranean
• Applying inappropriate materials such as veneers, are discouraged.
18.40.644 Standards
(1) To preserve the appearance of original materials, covering original
materials with new materials shall be avoided. If such covering is
necessary and waived by Planning Commission, it shall be installed in
such a way as to avoid damaging original materials if the covering is
to be removed in the future.
(2) Unless waived by Planning Commission, original masonry and mortar
shall be retained, without the application of any surface treatment.
(3) Unless waived by Planning Commission, existing unpainted masonry
or brick surfaces shall remain unpainted. Painted brick shall reflect
traditional historic colors of Golden.
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stacked stone in traditional brick sizing

18.40.650
Roofs and porches
18.40.652 Guidelines
(1) Original roof shapes should be preserved or recreated. Existing dormers and chimneys should be retained. Existing roof pitches should
be retained.
(2) Preserve and replace when necessary, all architectural features that
contribute to the roof character such as dormer windows, cupolas,
cornices, brackets, and chimneys.
(3) Retain or replace the original roofing material whenever possible.
More contemporary types of roof treatment are acceptable if similar to
historic materials (i.e. dimensional shingles, recycled glass tiles, etc.)
(4) Roof forms, color, material, and texture should be compatible with the
treatment of the exterior walls of the building.
(5) Roof design should minimize the impact of roof protrusions by grouping together or screening vents, ducts, and other mechanical equipment and by recessing rooftop equipment back from the exterior
walls.
18.40.654 Standards
(1) Principal roofs for houses converted to non-residential uses shall be of
a type used in one of Golden’s historic architecture periods, including
symmetrical gable, hip, or gambrel roof types.
(2) Porches shall maintain an open character and visibility to an entrance.
(3) Maintain the perceived line and orientation of the roof from the street.
Avoid altering the angle of the roof.

hip roof with dormer

(4) New dormers shall be compatible in size and placement with respect to
other dormers on the building or in the neighborhood.
(5) Retain roof detailing such as brackets, cornices, parapets, and gable
end shingles.
(6) Downspouts and gutters shall be installed in an appropriate location
and have a similar color to match the existing structure.
18.40.660
Exterior Spaces
18.40.662 Guidelines
(1) Provide seating that is usable year-round. Seating should be buffered
from extreme winds and should be located so that there is shade in the
summer months and sun in the winter months.
(2) Low fences, walls, or hedges used to separate open space areas from
public right-of-way should provide at least 50% open face or be less
than 40” in height to allow uninterrupted visual perspective.

open porch example

(3) Fences and Stone Walls should be limited to side street locations
where they complement other architectural features.
18.40.664 Standards
(1) Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 18.40.230, there shall be
no specific percentage of open space required for office, commercial,
mixed use non-residential and residential, and industrial uses in the
downtown zone. Open space shall be provided in an amount sufficient
to satisfy the requirements of this section and Sections 18.40.221 and
18.40.222.
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18.40.670
Openings
18.40.672 Guidelines
(1) The patterns created by the location and detail of entrances to commercial buildings should be maintained. Enlargement of window and
door openings that alter the historic pattern of openings is discouraged.
(2) Typically, houses and storefronts featured a front window or grouping
of windows. The proportions, type, relationship, decorative glass, and
surrounding detail should be preserved. Arched or defined headers
over windows are encouraged.
(3) Preserve the functional, proportional, and decorative features including
the door and its frame, sill, header, jamb, moldings, and any flanking
windows.
(4) On Washington Avenue, new construction should maintain the pattern
of recessed entrances with large storefront display windows.

open face fencing

(5) To maintain the distinction between upper and lower floors of commercial properties, the first floor storefront should be primarily transparent, while upper floors are primarily solid.
(6) Entrances on corner buildings should face directly to the corner, not
just to one of the two street sides.
18.40.674 Standards
(1) Owners shall replicate the traditional proportion of window repetitions
within a façade.
(2) New building facades and renovations to non-historic facades shall
preserve the proportions that are compatible with the proportions
established by surrounding buildings and historic buildings in the area.
(3) Kick plates shall be maintained and incorporated into the area below
display windows.
(4) Transom and sign band features shall be preserved and incorporated
into the overall façade.

regular interval window pattern and
repetition

18.40.680
Parking and Circulation
18.40.682 Guidelines
(1) Alleys should be efficient for service vehicles as well as attractive for
pedestrians.
(2) Businesses should emphasize their alley entrances with awnings and
other architectural features.
(3) Parking structures should be designed to promote active uses at the
sidewalk level. This can be accomplished by designing below grade
parking or by having retail uses along the street frontage with parking
above and behind the retail space.
(4) Parking structures should be compatible with traditional buildings
in the surrounding area. Structures should maintain the traditional
widths of downtown buildings, maintain the alignments and rhythms
of architectural elements, and use similar historic building materials.
18.40.684 Standards
(1) Parking shall be located at the interior of the block whenever possible
as opposed to the corner or street side of the block.
(2) Access to parking shall be off of alleys and side streets instead of
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appropriate storefront transparency, transom window and kickplate preservation

Washington Avenue. Additional Washington Avenue curb cuts are
prohibited unless approved by Planning Commission.
(3) Provide coordinated walkway networks for each site ensuring pedestrian circulation to and from all buildings, parking, and public rights
of way.
(4) Provide pedestrian circulation through and from parking lots and to
transit stops.
18.40.690
Streetscape
Streetscape design should contain elements that provide visual continuity along
the public right-of-way. Activities and services in the streetscape area should
allow safe pedestrian circulation.
18.40.692 Guidelines
(1) Public art should be compatible with the historic context of the downtown area and not impede the view of historic buildings.

alley parking

18.40.694 Standards
(1) A license agreement or city permit shall be required for any private
activities located within the public right-of-way.
(2) Awnings
a. Awnings shall not be back lit or internally illuminated.
b. There shall be a minimum clearance of at least eight feet (8’) between the bottom of the awning and the ground at grade.
c. Any portion of an awning containing the name of the business, or
which is otherwise a sign, shall be treated as a sign and subject to
the provisions of Chapter 18.32. Sign lettering and/or logo shall
comprise no more than 30% of the total exterior surface of an
awning or canopy.
(3) Outdoor Elements
a. Restaurant seating in the pedestrian portion of the public right-ofway may be permitted pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 4.90.

awning clearance

b. Outdoor displays in the pedestrian portion of the public right-ofway may be permitted if at least six (6) feet of passable sidewalk
is maintained. No outdoor display or sales area shall encroach
onto any portion of a drive aisle, parking or landscaped area.
(4) Street Tree Specifications
a. Only trees on the “Recommended Plant List for Downtown
Areas” shall be allowed.
(5) Streetscape requirements for buildings with a front setback less than
10 feet in width, shall consist of deciduous trees in tree grates, a
dry-laid brick paver strip and landscape planting areas where space
permits, to conform with the downtown streetscape standards.
(6) Where a parking lot abuts a sidewalk, a minimum of eight feet of landscaped berm or planting strip shall be used as a buffer.

streetscape layout
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SPECIFIC STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
18.40.700
Multifamily and Mixed Use Properties
18.40.702 Guidelines
(1) The residential portion of a mixed use building should incorporate
typical residential features such as porches and balconies that offer
façade articulation and transparency.
(2) Residential balconies should be recessed and not overhang above the
public space.
(3) Multi-family structures in the downtown area should encourage pedestrian activity at the street level through the appearance of commercial
architectural design of the first floor. Continuity of the typical storefront or commercial façade even if the first floor is used as residential
will provide a welcoming thoroughfare.

restaurant seating

(4) Additions should be designed so as not to obscure, alter or destroy the
character of the original building when viewed from a public right-ofway.
18.40.704 Standards
(1) Use trellises, arcades, recessed entrances, or other transitional elements to shelter patrons from the elements at entrances.
18.40.710
Building placement and site layout
18.40.712 Guidelines
(1) The reinforcement of the block’s appearance as a single entity by
aligning building heights, cornice lines, parapets, and other architectural features is encouraged.
(2) For buildings that are set back from the walkway edge, the sidewalk
lines should be maintained with planters, columns, railings, or similar
features.
18.40.714 Standards
(1) Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 18.28.200, there shall not
be a front setback requirement from adjacent streets rights-of-way, for
buildings designed and used for commercial and office uses or mixed
use non-residential and residential between Arapahoe and Jackson
Streets from 14th Street to Highway 58. In addition, Planning Commission will have the authority to grant a similar reduction in front
setback, as part of a Planning Commission approved site plan for areas
one block in any direction of the above referenced area, except not
including north of State Highway 58. Such reduction in front setback
shall be based upon a finding by Planning Commission that the reduction will not negatively impact nearby properties or land uses.
(2) Continue the alignment of the original facades along Washington Avenue to create a strong visual edge, unifying the buildings in a block.
New construction and additions to existing buildings should retain this
same character.
18.40.720 Massing, scale, and proportion
One of the primary defining characteristics of Golden’s downtown area is the
lower scale of the commercial buildings and those structures and uses that form
the transition to adjacent neighborhoods. In order to maintain the harmonious
relationships and continuity between existing and new buildings, this section
includes standards and guidelines for the height and mass of new buildings and
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building heights should align

additions in three specific height zones. The three height zones and the criteria
for constructing taller buildings are based upon the topography and scale of
existing development.
Visual continuity of the downtown district is created by the repetition of similarly-sized building elements. New construction should appear similar in mass
and scale to nearby historic structures.
18.40.722 Guidelines
(1) New construction should appear similar in mass and scale to nearby
structures. When taller buildings are constructed adjacent to shorter
buildings care must be taken in the design of such transitions. Step
backs or recesses may be appropriate ways to handle such change in
scale.
(2) Commercial buildings adjacent to historic buildings should respect
the character and scale of the adjacent buildings. Sloping roof forms,
smaller building masses, etc., may be used to integrate and blend the
newer buildings with the existing context.
(3) Façade heights of new buildings should be similar to the established
range of the block. Floor-to-floor heights should appear similar to
those of historic buildings in the area.

new construction similar to historic scale
and recessed porch above the first floor

(4) Existing two story cornice and parapet wall lines should be continued
along the block to achieve compatibility. This continuation of the existing pedestrian scale is especially important where three or four story
buildings are proposed.
(5) Create view corridors using open spaces that focus on architectural
landmarks, natural land forms, or special activity areas. View Corridor
means the line of sight, identified as to height, width, and distance, of
an observer looking toward an object of significance to the community
(e.g., ridgeline, river, historic building) from a public right-of-way or
public property; the route that directs the viewer’s attention.
(6) Traditional building widths along Washington Avenue are 25’ to 50’
feet. Where a building must exceed this width, implement changes in
design features to suggest the traditional building widths. Buildings in
excess of 60 feet should appear as a collection of 25’ to 50’ buildings
through the use of façade materials and detailing, window designs and
trim details.
18.40.724 Standards
The sections below have been developed to maintain appropriate scale
and character in the downtown core, while allowing for the potential
construction of four story buildings where appropriate, based upon specific criteria.
(1) Any new building or building addition resulting in a building greater
than two stories shall set back the vertical wall plane of the portion of
the building above the second story cornice line a minimum of six (6)
feet and an average of eight (8) feet along any street frontage.
(2) Zone A consists of the western portions of the downtown area, adjacent to the historic 8th and 9th Street and 12th Street historic
neighborhoods. This zone consists primarily of one and two story
buildings, with a couple three story structures. Zone A also includes
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(4) Zone C contains the balance of the downtown area. This area is characterized by larger buildings that transition into the Coors Brewery.
Within this zone, the standard zone height limits shall apply however,
all structures shall comply with the height and mass criteria described
in subsection 1 above.
(5) Tier 2 bonus to allow a third and fourth floor in Zone A requires compliance with all of the following:
a. The project will demonstrate compliance with all applicable standards and 100% of applicable guidelines in this Chapter 18.40.
For new construction or alteration of the footprint of existing
structures, the project shall provide usable street level public use
area(s) on site.
b. All new construction shall exceed minimum applicable International Energy Conservation Code standards adopted by the City
by at least 20%.
c. The project shall demonstrate support for adopted community
goals by including one of the following:
i.
At least 25% of residential units in the project shall be
constructed as affordable dwellings available for households making
no more than Area Median Income (AMI) by household size.
ii.
At least 15% of modeled electric or heating activity for
the project shall be provided by on-site renewable sources.
18.40.730
Single-family Residential buildings with Commercial Uses
Adaptive use of residential buildings should preserve the overall form and character of a residential use.
18.40.732 Guidelines
(1) Residential structures should be set back from the front property line,
centered within the lot and occupy one-third to one-quarter or less of
the lot area.
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(3) Zone B consists of the historic commercial core of Golden’s main
street, Washington Avenue. Historically, most buildings were one
to three stories in height. While there are a number of modern four
story buildings in existence, the introduction of new buildings must
be handled in a manner to complement the existing scale and fabric
of the commercial core. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section
18.28.200 and 18.40.210 of this Title, no building greater than three
stories above grade, with a maximum of forty (40) feet in height as
measured at the front facade of the building will be permitted. Any
proposal to exceed this height or number of stories will require approval of a rezoning to the PUD zone district and approval of a site
specific Official Development Plan.

18.40.724
Downtown Area
58

ILLINOIS

the area along 14th Street west of East Street. The south side of
14th Street and the southerly fifty (50) feet of the block north of 14th
Street between East Street and Prospectors Alley lie within this zone.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 18.28.200 and 18.28.210
of this Title, no building greater than two stories above grade, with a
maximum of thirty (30) feet in height will be permitted except upon a
finding by Planning Commission of compliance with the Tier 2 bonus
criteria in subsection (5) below. No structure may exceed the maximum height limits for the applicable zone district.

(2) Residential structures used for commercial purposes should retain the
residential character of the structure.
(3) Additions to residential structures should be limited on to the side or
rear of the original structure and should be smaller in scale than the
existing building.
(4) New commercial construction on a primarily residential block should
reflect residential character.
18.40.734 Standards
(1) Landscaped front yard areas shall not be converted to parking.

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
18.40.740 Clear Creek Corridor
The Clear Creek Corridor includes properties adjacent to Clear Creek as well as
the city-owned campus along 10th Avenue.
18.40.742 Guidelines
(1) Properties along Clear Creek should provide open visual corridors to
the Creek to promote the appearance of accessibility.
(2) Development should take advantage of the natural setting of the creek
and trail by creating first floor uses that are open to the public and
enhance the pedestrian and recreational environment. First floor uses
such as restaurants, plazas and retail that compliment and activate the
corridor are encouraged for enhanced safety and community vitality.
18.40.744 Standards
(1) At least one primary entrance shall face the creek. The entrance shall
be architecturally enhanced to show interest towards the creek.

converted residential home to commercial
use

(2) Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 18.40.532, the creek
shall be considered a primary front and parking shall be toward the
interior and away from the creek and street sides.
(3) Buildings facades, landscaping and entrances shall be attractive and
welcoming to users of the Clear Creek trail. Amenities such as wide
stairways, outdoor use areas, and opportunities for seating, both formal and informal, are examples of treatments that are strongly encouraged.
(4) Parking areas adjacent to the creek shall be screened by a non-transparent landscape element, such as non-deciduous trees or shrubs. A
minimum 10-foot wide landscape buffer strip shall be provided as
screening for automobile use areas.
(5) Development shall provide a minimum 10-foot buffer between private
uses and the Clear Creek trail. For private uses that facilitate interaction between creek trail users and the private use (i.e. restaurant, retail,
outdoor use areas), the required buffer may be reduced to 5 feet for no
more than 20% of the creek frontage.
18.40.750 Signs
In general, signs should enhance the visual interest and remain subordinate
to the overall character of the downtown area. A diversity of sign styles that
compliment the historic architecture is desired. Chapter 18.32 of the Golden
Municipal Code establishes regulations governing signs. This section provides
supplemental standards in addition to the requirements of Chapter 18.32.
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18.40.752 Guidelines
(1) Signs should be architecturally compatible with the building to which
it is attached at to surrounding structures.
(2) Wall signs should be located on the upper portion of the first floor
storefront and should be centered within an area uninterrupted by
doors, windows, or architectural details.
(3) Materials of sign mounting brackets and support structures should
match other fixture materials used on the façade of the building.
(4) To convey a subtle appearance, the use of back-lit or reverse channel letters with halo illumination rather than internally-lit signs are
encouraged.
18.40.754 Standards
(1) Signs shall be permitted to be internally lit only if wall-mounted. All
wall-mounted lighting fixtures shall be placed above the sign and
shall shine downward.
(2) Directory signs shall only be wall-mounted.
(3) Letters shall not exceed twelve (12) inches in height.
(4) All light fixtures, conduit and shielding shall be painted a flat, dark
color, or shall be painted to match either the building or the supporting structure that serves as the background of the sign.
(5) A sign shall be removed within thirty (30) days after the activity,
product, business, service or other use which is being advertised has
ceased or vacated the premises.
(6) Signs for businesses occupying a single-family residential structure
shall be limited to one 32 square foot sign.
(7) Banners or signs shall not be placed on balcony railings or on areas
that would detract or interfere with business operations.
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architecturally compatible sign design

Appendix B

table of gura plan and
golden comprehensive plan strategies
The below tables present current Golden Comprehensive Plan and GURA Plan strategies according to the source
document with a note indicating the status, such as “on-going,” “complete,” “to be completed,” “underway,” or
“revised/out of date.”

A. GURA Plan Character Strategies
Strategy

Status

1

Place visual cues delineating the downtown

Ongoing

2

Screen vacant lots and place murals, page 22

To be completed

3

Place street furniture such as benches, trash receptacles, kiosks, etc., page 22

Ongoing

4

Restore Washington Avenue storefronts per historic character, page 23

Ongoing

5
6
7

To provide a framework for downtown redevelopment without intruding on
surrounding neighborhoods or being a factor in changing their character. Page 3
Make downtown an exciting place where activities, such as special events,
would occur to attract visitors and townspeople who would then become
customers of local businesses. Page 4
Gateways (Hwy 58 & Washington Ave., 19th St. & Washington Ave., 19th St. &
Hwy 6) to suggest a more inviting corridor to the downtown area. Page 5

8

Design and construct Vanover Park and Tucker Gulch improvements, page 36

9

Promote historic building restoration, compatible architecture, and development
of historic preservation guidelines. Page 20

10 Enhance streetscape in a variety of ways. Page 22
11

A person entering downtown should feel a sense of arrival into a place different
from the surrounding area. Page 27

Ongoing
Ongoing
Underway /
To be completed
Complete
Underway / Ongoing
Underway / Ongoing
Ongoing

B. GURA Plan Land Use Strategies
Strategy
1 Develop design guidelines, page 22
2 Improve alleys and parking lots, page 22
3 Develop south Clear Creek frontage, page 23 and 36
4

Zoning, parking, and design regulations should be revised to facilitate the Plan.
Page 32

5 Develop Hested’s block and Mitchell School sites, pages 39 and 40
6 Amend plan to include Coors Tek, page 44

Status
Underway (second
generation)
Ongoing /
To be completed
Complete / Ongoing
To be completed
Ongoing / Underway
To be completed

C. GURA Plan Housing Strategy
Strategy
1 Pursue multi-family and lodging opportunities. Page 19

Status
Ongoing / Underway

D. GURA Plan Transportation Strategies

1
2
3
4

Strategy
Extend pedestrian way to CSM and Foothills Art Center, page 22
Phase traffic signals, page 22
Improve storm drainage, page 22
Develop parking plan, including targeting areas for parking structures, page 22

5

Replace Washington and Ford Street bridges, page 23

Complete

6

Construct 11th Street cutoff to Jackson, page 23

Complete

7

Extend Ford and Jackson one-ways to 12th Street, page 23 and 25

8

Construct Pedestrian Mall on 12th Street between Jackson and Arapahoe Streets,
page 4 and 23

9

Plan a circulator bus system, page 4 and 42

10

Create 500 new parking spaces. Page 25 (The current and future garages will
provide about 590 public and private spaces)

Status
To be completed
Complete
Complete
Complete

To Be Completed or
Abandoned
To Be Completed or
Abandoned
Done once / To be
completed
Underway / To be
Fully Complete in
Oct., 2007

E. GURA Plan Economic Vitality Strategies

1
2
3
4
5
6

Strategy
Targeted promotions, page 20
Establish primary and secondary markets, page 20
Establish walking and bus tour, page 20
Promote Clear Creek beer garden, page 23
Maintain activity in merchant and econ dev groups, page 37
Clean sidewalks, page 37

Status
Complete / Ongoing
Complete
To be completed
To be completed
Ongoing
Ongoing

F. GURA Plan Public Investment Strategies
Strategy
1 Low interest loan program for building redevelopment, page 22
2 Operate small business assistance programs, page 40

Status
To Be Completed
Ongoing

G. GURA Plan Participation, Involvement, and Communication Strategies
Strategy
Establish formal mechanisms for public and merchant involvement in planning
1
efforts, page 37

2 Establish dedicated econ dev staff and agency, page 37

Status
Ongoing
Complete in terms of
1989 establishment
of GURA, 1990
reorganization
of City Planning
and Development
Department, and
2001 establishment of
EDComm

H. Comprehensive Plan Character Strategies for Downtown
Strategy
Preserve, improve, and encourage preservation of natural, historic, scenic,
and cultural resources (including the arts, music, Western heritage, etc.), using
1 incentive, education, acquisition, and regulation. Continue the City’s fiscal
commitment to community character through support for City museums and
investment to preserve cultural and natural features.
Coordinate with, and monitor, museums’ and non-profit community
2
organizations’ long-term plans.
Implement City projects to preserve and augment Golden’s defining
3
characteristics.
4 Protect views and view sheds of significant natural features.
Create design guidelines to encourage the maintenance or restoration of
architectural integrity.
Continue unifying pedestrian-scale streetscape to the north and south of the
6
downtown core.
5

Status

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing
Underway / Ongoing
Underway (second
generation)
Ongoing / To be
completed

I. Comprehensive Plan Land Use Strategies for Downtown
Strategy
Integrate land use decisions with transportation decisions to maintain or improve
1
access to various uses.
2 Support mixed-use development in neighborhoods.
3 Expand recreation options so that people will remain in Golden to recreate.
Encourage development that will provide a diverse range of services
4
immediately adjacent to, and within walking distance of transit stops.
Require public and private infrastructure projects to maintain and expand
5
(pedestrian) connections.
6 Maintain the existing zoning to encourage infill.
7 Create and implement infill guidelines.
8 Plan for pedestrian use in the early stages of all infill projects.
Provide neighborhoods with informal and educational materials concerning
9
design issues.
Refine design standards and policies so that infill takes place in a compatible
10
manner.

Status
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Underway
Ongoing
Ongoing
Underway

J. Comprehensive Plan Housing Strategies for Downtown
Strategy
Continue funding support of low-income loan programs for housing
1
rehabilitation.
Make appropriate changes to the City’s growth management system to
2 encourage a variety of housing types. Minimize regulatory barriers to affordable
housing within the development regulations.
Implement as appropriate City-initiated strategies to encourage a variety of
3
housing.
Take advantage of historic property rehabilitation opportunities to help maintain
4
the existing housing stock.
Discourage the conversion of homes in residential areas to business or
5.
commercial uses.
Continue to participate in federal and state housing assistance programs. Pursue
6
grants (CDBG, etc.) to upgrade housing and neighborhoods.

Status
Ongoing
To be completed
To be completed
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

K. Comprehensive Plan Transportation Strategies for Downtown
Strategy
1 Continue investment in pedestrian and bicycle facilities
2. Continue development of local and collector streets and changes to existing
streets to better serve the needs of the neighborhoods of which they are a part,
and not just focusing on the movement of traffic.
3 Design and build attractive, safe, and comfortable street corners, street crossings
and pedestrian facilities.
4 Work with RTD to provide a responsive program of transit options.
5 Identify key transportation corridors for transit, bicycle, automobile, and
pedestrian and map services currently available and currently needed for each
transit type.
6 Develop a coordinated transportation and land use plan to address gaps in services.

Status
Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing
Underway
Completed with Bike
Master Plan, Ongoing
Ongoing

L. Comprehensive Plan Economic Vitality Strategies for Downtown

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14

Strategy
Promote Golden as a retail, restaurant, and attraction destination.
Increase the number of visitors and residents to the downtown area.
Ensure that downtown is an aesthetically pleasing place.
Maintain a marketing presence regionally and nationally.
Inform visitors of the full range of attractions in the City.
Provide opportunities for residents to work in the Golden area.
Encourage the development of local retail, service, wholesale, and
manufacturing industries.
Undertake infrastructure investment necessary to attract high quality jobs,
including developing technologies.
Implement appropriate incentive policies (which may or may not be financial) to
increase the City’s economic vitality.
Evaluate planning and development of new and infill properties to include
consideration of the impact on existing business and commercial uses.
Parking areas will be dispersed and accessible, buffered with landscaping
features and designed with attention to the surrounding neighborhood character.
Parking areas will be designed to be pedestrian-friendly, and in a manner which
connects, rather than divides, the community.
Mixed-use parking, retail, and office uses, whether integrated into buildings
or stand-alone, will be encouraged for the Downtown and other commercial
districts and areas.
Evaluate infrastructure and amenity improvements proposed to meet community
needs before implementation in order to assess their impact.
Evaluate economic development decisions, including land use planning, for
impacts upon visitor related resources and economic components.

Status
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing / revised to
lessen national focus
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing / To be
completed
Ongoing by GURA, To
be addressed by City
Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing

M. Comprehensive Plan Public Investment Strategies for Downtown

1
2
3
4

Strategy
Solicit input from the public and professionals concerning the function,
placement, and design of civic projects.
Ensure that the primary function of the City’s physical amenities blend with their
social roles.
Prioritize capital improvement projects based on community needs.
Review and if necessary revise codes, and provide and encourage incentives for
high-speed, high-capacity data and communications systems.

Status
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
To be completed

N. Comprehensive Plan Environmental Strategies for Downtown
Strategy
1 Encourage energy-efficient building techniques in all types of construction.

2 Increase public education concerning the cause and control of pollution and what
residents can do to help minimize pollution. Make available pertinent educational
materials concerning conservation to the citizens of Golden, primarily through the
Web, workshops, and the Golden Informer. Continue to sell natural, low-water
plantings.
3 Encourage partnerships to facilitate alternative energy source development.
4 Implement a recycling program for City departments
5 Ensure that City projects address energy and water conservation, habitat areas,
and urban forests.
6 Develop a “resource efficiency review or audit” for new construction.
7 Investigate the benefits and costs of implementing an environmental management
system for the City.

Status
Underway by GURA,
To be addressed by
City
Ongoing

Ongoing / Underway
Underway
Ongoing
To be completed
To be completed OR
revised

O. Comprehensive Plan Participation, Involvement, and Communication Strategies for Downtown

1
2
3

4

Strategy
Monitor and identify citizen needs in planning community programs, services,
and facilities.
Encourage a full range of citizen participation in the planning process, involving
seniors, youth, and other identifiable groups.
Establish partnerships and networks with neighborhood and community
associations, local agencies, property owners, developers, business people, and
other groups in implementing community development projects.
Support volunteer efforts to sustain and enrich neighborhood and community
pride.

Status
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

Appendix C

summary of open house input
Feedback from Downtown Character
Committee Open Houses

O

n February 25th and 26th, 2007, the
Downtown Character Committee hosted
Open Houses to obtain feedback from the
community on planning decisions, design
guidelines, parks and recreation, and updates to the
Golden Urban Renewal Authority (GURA) plan.
The Downtown Character Committee consists of
staff members from Planning and Development,
Parks and Recreation, and GURA.
Businesses
Many people recommended a wide variety
of restaurants that they felt would be good in
Golden. The most common suggestions included
breakfast restaurants, natural or organic food,
fast casual and family dining options, more Asian
cuisine restaurants such as Thai, Japanese, or
Indian. There was also a large group of Open
House attendants who indicated they would like
a bookstore in Downtown Golden. There were
long lists of specific businesses that people would
like to see in Downtown Golden, ranging from
fast casual and family dining, to practical clothing
stores, children’s stores, office supplies, a wine
shop, and shoe stores. There seems to be an
unfulfilled demand for certain kinds of retail based
on the long lists of stores and restaurants that
Golden residents would like to see. An infrequent
but important suggestion was to encourage a
24 hour emergency medical clinic in or near
downtown.
One survey question asked, “Would you shop
in Downtown Golden if most stores were open on
Sundays?” Eighty percent of respondents said yes.
Additionally, seventy percent said they would shop
in Downtown Golden on weekend nights if most
stores were open.
While there is support for enabling the
success of local, independent businesses, many
people suggested the need for striking a balance
between independent stores and chains. Some
offered that some national chains may work as
long as they are held to design standards and
zoning requirements. There is an emphasis on
making sure the businesses fit with Golden’s
character. The theme of balance extended to the

goods sold within the businesses. For example,
one person commented, “Balance anchor stores
with independent businesses. If possible, favor
the independent businesses. Balance expensive
boutiques with cheap shops. Variety is best.”
Streetscape
Most people surveyed like the planters on
Washington Ave. and they listed a variety of
features that they like about them, including the
flowers, trash receptacles, and seating. A majority
of respondents (93%) expressed an interest
in seeing the streetscape (sandstone planters,
benches, trees, and streetlights) on Washington
Ave. extended to other parts of Golden. The two
most common areas suggested for this extension
were south on Washington Ave. to 19th Street or
east on 13th Street towards the Coors plant.
There are mixed feelings in the community
about the covered walkways in Downtown
Golden. While many people think they may
need to be changed or redesigned, few people
want them to be removed altogether. A group of
survey respondents would like them to remain, but
without the vertical columns removed. Another
group would either like them to be totally removed
or redesigned. There is not a strong consensus
about the preferred solution. An online awning
survey was conducted that displayed a variety
images of glass, metal, fabric, and retractable
awnings and then asked participants to rate them in
terms of how well they fit with Downtown Golden.
The most popular choices from this survey are
presented in Chapter 3.
Clear Creek
There is consensus that Clear Creek should be
preserved as a greenway and not developed. Many
Open House attendants expressed how much
they enjoy the trails and having the greenspace
so close to Downtown Golden. They view it as
a unique community asset and wish to ensure its
preservation. There is also a common desire to
extend and connect the trails that run along the
creek and improve access and connections to the
trails. Some respondents suggested additional
recreational amenities along the creek, such as an
area to climb on boulders,

Cultural Resources and Tourism
There is a desire to build upon the cultural assets already
in Golden. There were many requests for additional
facilities such as a band shell, a small movie theater,
music venues or jazz clubs, and a stage for poetry
readings or open mic events. There is also a strong
desire to continue and expand the community events
that are held in Downtown Golden. Several people
suggested a monthly art walk, an art festival, more live
music and outdoor concerts, and a longer season for the
movies in the park series.
There were suggestions to improve the signs that
mark the City of Golden’s boundaries in order to draw
in more visitors. Recommendations to support tourism
including the continuation of free parking and making
sure there is sufficient parking. Also, there were
suggestions to market, promote, and continue the events
that make Golden unique.
Environment
Sustainability is widely supported among those who
attended the Open Houses for the Downtown Character
Plan. A large number of comments related to using
renewable energy for City operations. Others suggested
energy efficiency, reduction of CO2 emissions, and
improved recycling options. Although the focus of
the Open Houses on February 25th and 26th was not
specifically sustainability as it was for the Open House
held on February 28th in Golden, there were still a large
number of attendants interested in these issues.
In addition to energy issues, the Open House
attendants expressed interest in keeping the streets free
of litter by adding more trash cans and cleaning streets
and parks. Several people expressed interest in adding
more green spaces throughout Golden.
Housing & Neighborhoods
The comments that related to housing addressed three
themes: affordability, density, and a desire for letting
organic growth happen. In terms of affordability,
one person commented, “I’m concerned about the
affordability to live in Downtown Golden.” However,
there is some disagreement about this issue. Another
person commented, “I feel that low income housing
can’t support the retail businesses with the high rents in
Downtown Golden.” Some comments on affordability
mentioned the terms workforce housing and essential
housing.
There is also some disagreement on the preferred
density in Downtown. A few people conveyed
distaste for the high density of new housing in
Downtown Golden. However, others expressed an
interest in promoting connections between retail and
neighborhoods in order to support businesses. One

person commented, “Increasing density downtown will
help ensure vibrancy of businesses and more residential
is critical.”
Historic Preservation
Most people who commented on the architecture in
Golden value the historic buildings. Many people
emphasized the importance of preserving this part
of Downtown Golden’s character. There were many
comments expressing the fact that Golden’s history is
what makes it unique from other towns. There is also
a desire to thoughtfully blend new buildings in with the
historic buildings. However, some people feel a small
amount of modern or a different style of architecture
could fit in with the historic buildings.
Transportation and Pedestrian Amenities
One of the major themes that came out of the comments
related to transportation related to improving bike lanes
and pedestrian paths by providing more connections,
extensions, and access points. Many people would like
to see the trails adjacent to Clear Creek extended. There
is also a desire for improved transportation facilities,
such as a local circulator like the service that the
Regional Transportation District (RTD) once operated in
Golden. Many people also expressed a desire for light
rail service, or at least a bus that connect to the future
light rail station at the Jefferson County buildings.
Finally, there is a desire for improvements to the
streets, sidewalks, and trails in Downtown. These
comments relate to widening sidewalks, maintaining
trails, and improving pedestrian crosswalks at key
intersections. Many people mentioned that the outdoor
seating and smoking area outside Ace High is too wide
and obstructs the pedestrian path.
Overall Comments & Suggestions
for Improvements to Format
Nearly all those who completed the evaluation form
given at the end of the Open House were pleased with
the effectiveness of the Open House and felt it better
helped them understand the Downtown Character Plan
process. One hundred percent of respondents indicated
that they were able to speak directly with committee
members. Some of the suggestions for improvement
included utilizing online surveys more often, including
the Colorado School of Mines community more
effectively, and identifying committee members better
with name tags or shirts so that they stand out from the
crowd. Many people indicated they would like to see
how their involvement and feedback impact the planning
process.

Appendix D

online and other surveys

Community Survey on Downtown Golden

Introduction
The Downtown Character Committee is asking for your comments about Downtown Golden. The Committee is
composed of representatives from four public boards (Parks & Recreation Advisory Board, Historic
Preservation Board, Golden Urban Renewal Authority (GURA), and Golden Planning Commission). The
Committee held public open houses on February 25 & 26, 2007. Many excellent suggestions came forth and
these can be found at www.gura.com/projects. This survey is meant to obtain additional input from those
unable to attend the open houses.
Please take a couple of minutes to share your thoughts and suggestions for our evolving Downtown. This
survey will be open until June 29th.
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Community Survey on Downtown Golden

Dowtown Golden
1. When thinking about what Downtown Golden should be, which one of the
following retail areas best captures your view?
j
k
l
m
n

Larimer Street (LoDo, Denver)

j
k
l
m
n

South Pearl St (Denver)

j
k
l
m
n

Historic Downtown Littleton

j
k
l
m
n

Old South Gaylord Street

j
k
l
m
n

Pearl Street (Boulder)

j
k
l
m
n

Old Town Arvada

j
k
l
m
n

Highlands Square (32nd & Lowell)

j
k
l
m
n

Cherry Creek (Denver)

j
k
l
m
n

Old Town Ft. Collins

j
k
l
m
n

Other (please specify)

2. Comments?
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Dowtown Golden
3. What do you think makes (or would make) Downtown Golden unique,
distinctive, or special?

4. Besides current construction projects, what is the biggest “hassle” you face in
visiting, shopping, working, driving, biking or walking into Downtown Golden?

Shopping
5. Which types of food shops do you feel would work best in the historic
downtown?
c
d
e
f
g

breakfast/lunch café

c
d
e
f
g

family restaurants

c
d
e
f
g

juice/smoothie shop

c
d
e
f
g

homemade bread/bakery shop

c
d
e
f
g

ethnic restaurants

c
d
e
f
g

food & entertainment

c
d
e
f
g

ice cream/chocolate shop

c
d
e
f
g

fine dining restaurant

c
d
e
f
g

organic food shop

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

6. What type(s) of apparel stores would you like to see in downtown Golden?
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7. What type(s) of retail stores would you like to see in downtown Golden?

8. What type(s) of personal services stores would you like to see in downtown
Golden?

Entertainment & Events
9. Which of the following events/features would lead you to downtown Golden
if there were more of these?
c
d
e
f
g

monthly art walks

c
d
e
f
g

arts festivals

c
d
e
f
g

entertainment places like the D-Note, Dazzle, Mercury Cafe

c
d
e
f
g

live sidewalk performers and entertainers

c
d
e
f
g

concerts in the park

c
d
e
f
g

band shell near the downtown

c
d
e
f
g

movies in the park

c
d
e
f
g

downtown street festivals

c
d
e
f
g

farmers market

c
d
e
f
g

museums sponsored family evening events

c
d
e
f
g

stores open on Friday and Saturday evenings

c
d
e
f
g

stores open on weekday evenings

c
d
e
f
g

none of the above

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)
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10. Comments?

Facilities
11. Which of the following facilities do you think would be an improvement to
downtown Golden?
c
d
e
f
g

make part of Washington Ave. a pedestrian mall

c
d
e
f
g

improved looking awnings and “overhangs”

c
d
e
f
g

no awnings or “overhangs”

c
d
e
f
g

fewer outdoor restaurant eating places

c
d
e
f
g

more outdoor restaurant eating places

c
d
e
f
g

eliminate smoking on sidewalks in front of bars

c
d
e
f
g

sidewalk signs on Washington Ave.

c
d
e
f
g

improved parking

c
d
e
f
g

more directional signage to parking

c
d
e
f
g

better signage to stores and shops

c
d
e
f
g

improved bike trails and improved bike safety

c
d
e
f
g

local circulator bus throughout Golden (GUS)

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

12. Comments?
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Clear Creek
13. When thinking about Clear Creek, what makes this an important feature for
you and for Golden?
c
d
e
f
g

openness and green belt quality along the creek

c
d
e
f
g

trails for walking and biking along the Clear Creek

c
d
e
f
g

a water feature in the town to visit and take visitors to see

c
d
e
f
g

a place to sit and enjoy quiet moments

c
d
e
f
g

nearness to active city parks

c
d
e
f
g

business attraction to downtown

c
d
e
f
g

fishing

c
d
e
f
g

kayaking

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

14. Comments?

15. Below are some recommendations that have been made for Clear Creek.
Which ones are important to you?
c
d
e
f
g

extend the dirt trails father up the Clear Creek

c
d
e
f
g

build connecting trails on Colorado School of Mines side of Creek

c
d
e
f
g

complete the north side trail between Washington and Jackson (Parfet to Vanover Parks)

c
d
e
f
g

separate paths for walkers and kayakers

c
d
e
f
g

better trail connections with adjacent neighborhoods
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c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

16. Comments?

Affordable Housing
17. Affordable/Essential Housing is limited in Golden. Which of the following are
the best places for affordable housing?
c
d
e
f
g

throughout the city

c
d
e
f
g

in outlying areas of the city

c
d
e
f
g

along Clear Creek

c
d
e
f
g

in Goosetown (north & west of Coors office Building)

c
d
e
f
g

in the downtown

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

18. Comments?
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Statements about Downtown Golden
19. Please indicate your degree of agreement to the following statements
relating to Downtown Golden:
High
Agreement

Low Agreement
Downtown Golden should not become a
museum.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Independent shops and stores are important.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

National chains with name recognition should
be welcomed

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Expensive boutique shops should be sought
out.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Lower priced shops should be sought out.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Shopping emphasis should be on visitors.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Shopping emphasis should be on residents.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

More restaurants should be sought out.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Buildings should not restrict view of the Mesas.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

More shops and amenities for high school and
college ages.

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Background Information
20. Do you live in Golden?
j
k
l
m
n

Yes

j
k
l
m
n

No

21. If not, in which city do you live?

22. If in Golden, on what street and block do you live?

23. Gender?
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j
k
l
m
n

Male

j
k
l
m
n

Female

24. Length of time living in Golden?
j
k
l
m
n

Under 1 year

j
k
l
m
n

2 – 5 years

j
k
l
m
n

6 – 10 years

j
k
l
m
n

More than 10 years

25. Name and contact information? (optional)

End of Survey
Thank you. Results will be posted later in the summer and will be announced on the City website:
www.cityofgolden.net
For additional information about the survey, contact Mark Heller at 303-279-4162 or mark@gura.com.
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If you don’t like the planters, for what reason?
(Please check those that apply)

Downtown Golden
Community Survey

Reason(s)

Yes

They are obstacles when I walk down the
sidewalks
They block my view when I’m turning my
car
They are not functional enough – I’d like
an actual bench installed (on the planter).

We are soliciting your input regarding key
issues pertaining to Downtown Golden, which
will help to chart our community’s future.
Your answers will be helpful in identifying
issues and priorities in this process.

Other reason(s)?

A. Streetscape Questions:
A1.

Do you like the sandstone and brick
planters on Washington Avenue?

(Please circle one)
Yes

No

Reason(s) for liking sandstone /
brick planters

Yes

Materials used to construct them
Planters / landscaping
Seating
Trash receptacles

Figure 1. Example of landscaped
planters and covered walkways with
vertical columns in Golden

Other reason(s) for liking planters?

A2.

Is there enough room to walk down the
sidewalks comfortably?

(Please circle one)
Yes

Page 1 of 4

No

If you don’t feel that there is enough room to
walk on the sidewalks comfortably, for what
reason? (Please check those that apply)
Reason(s)

A4.

Do you feel that the street trees make it
more difficult to notice or find businesses / signs
Downtown?

(Please circle one)

Yes

Yes

There is too much clutter from
planters and trees.
There is too much clutter from
covered walkway posts.
There is too much clutter from
sidewalk signs / sandwich boards.
Sidewalks are too narrow
Outdoor restaurant eating areas

No

Other reason(s) for uncomfortable sidewalks?

A3.

Should the “streetscape” (i.e. sandstone
planters, benches, trees, and streetlights) found
on Washington Avenue, be extended to other
areas of Golden to stimulate additional
economic development?

Figure 2. Example of
landscaped planters in Golden

If yes, which business?

(Please circle one)
Yes

No

If yes, which of the following streetscape
extensions would you prefer?

A5. Do the covered walkways obscure / shade
storefront merchandise in the windows?

(Please circle those that apply)
 On Washington Avenue, north across
Hwy 58 and up to Highway 93
 On Washington Avenue, south to 19th
Street?
 On 13th Street, east from Washington
Avenue to the Coors plant (Ford St.)?
 On Miners and Prospectors alleys?
Other suggested extension(s)?
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(Please circle one)
Yes
Other thoughts?

No

Sample Copy of
Online Awning Survey

Metal or Glass Awnings

1. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

2. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

3. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

4. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

5. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

6. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

7. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

8. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

9. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

10. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

11. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

12. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

13. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

14. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

15. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

Curved Fabric Awnings

16. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

17. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

18. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

Retractable Awnings

19. The awning style in the images above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

20. The awning style in the images above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

Angular Fabric Awnings

21. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

22. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

23. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

24. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

25. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

26. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

27. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

28. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

29. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

30. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

31. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

32. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

33. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

Storefronts Without Awnings

34. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

35. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

36. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

37. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

38. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

39. The awning style in the image above is:

A great fit for Golden
Perhaps appropriate for Golden
Neutral or unsure
Not a great fit for Golden
Inappropriate for Golden

Thank you
Thank you for completing this survery. Your input is a
valuable component of this process.

<< Prev

Done >>

A6. Regarding the covered walkways, what

A8. In which specific locations do you feel that

option would you prefer? (Please check one)

new bike racks are needed?

Option

Specific bike rack locations?

Yes

Leave the covered walkways just
as they are
I would like to see all covered
walkways redesigned
I would like to see all covered
walkways remain but with no
vertical columns
I would like to see all the
covered walkways in Downtown
Golden removed

Other option(s)?

B. Signage Questions:
Efficiently finding the Downtown commercial
district can create a positive visitor
experience and hopefully improve the tax
base, ultimately benefiting the whole
community.

B1. Once you are in town, are the blue “way
finding” signs effective in helping you find
your way around town? Please see Figure 3

(Please circle one)
Yes

Figure 3. Example of outdoor seating
in Golden

A7.

Please answer whether you would like
more, the same amount, or less of the
following Downtown amenities:
(Please check all that apply)
Amenities

More

Same
amount

Less

Outdoor seating
(benches)
Outdoor restaurant
seating
Merchandising on the
sidewalks
Street performers
Public art
Flowers
Hanging flower baskets

Figure 4. Example of the blue
“wayfinding” signs in Golden
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No

If they are not effective (a “no” response to
Question B1), why not?
(Please check all that apply)
Reason(s) for
ineffectiveness of signs

Yes

C4.

What goods / services would you like to
purchase in Downtown Golden that you
currently cannot?

Goods and services needed in Golden?

I did not even see them
Text is too small to read while driving
my car
Parked cars were screening the signs.

Other comment(s)?

C. Retail Questions:
C1. Would you shop in Downtown

Golden

on Sundays if most stores were open?

Your opinions are very important to us!

(Please circle one)
Yes

Thank you very much for
your participation!
Please feel free to write any additional
comments below and/or on
the back of this page.

No

C2.

Would you shop in Downtown Golden
on weeknight evenings if most stores were
open?
(Please circle one)

Yes

No

C3.

Would you shop in Downtown Golden
on holidays if most stores were open?

(Please circle one)
Yes

No
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Please return your survey to:
City of Golden Planning and Development
1445 10th Street
Golden, CO 80401
or
Golden Urban Renewal Authority
911 Washington Ave., Suite 100
Golden, CO 80401

Appendix E

verbatim citizen comments

Finally, the results from a survey of awning styles that would best fit in Downtown Golden are included. This survey was
advertised during the Open Houses. It was conducted online between February and May 2007, and it received 32
responses.

Also at the Open Houses, the Downtown Character Committee asked all attendants, “What do you want to see in
Downtown Golden?” People who attended the Open Houses had the opportunity to write suggestions on post-it notes,
and post them on a wall under the following categories: arts and entertainment, retail, environment, transportation, food,
tourism, housing, and pedestrian amenities. There were 652 suggestions made during the two days, which are listed
below.

Following these results are the responses from a survey that was handed out to all attendees at the Open Houses on
February 25th and 26th. This survey asked questions about the streetscape, signage, and retail services in Downtown
Golden. Approximately 30 people completed this survey.

This document includes the public comments that were submitted as part of the Downtown Character planning process.
These comments were submitted in response to three surveys that related to issues in Downtown Golden. Results from
the Community Survey on Downtown Golden are listed first. This survey was conducted online during May and June of
2007. The survey received approximately 110 responses.

Downtown Character Plan: Community Input

Larimer Street (LoDo, Denver)

South Pearl St (Denver)

Historic Downtown Littleton

Old South Gaylord Street

Pearl Street (Boulder)

Old Town Arvada

Highlands Square (32nd & Lowell)

Cherry Creek (Denver)

Old Town Ft. Collins

0%

2%

1%

4%

4%

6%

7%

8%

7%

10%

9%

9%

12%

12%

Other
Downtown Golden
Just like it is, downtown Golden. Why do we have to resemble something else?
Have its OWN character!
Downtown Golden, good as is
see below
Olde Town Ft. Worth, TX
leave Golden as Golden
Denver’s 16th St Mall
Just as it is
Dwtn. Golden, Minus the UGLY G. hotel bldg.

your view?

14%

16%

18%

18%

20%

19%

1. When thinking about what Downtown Golden should be, which one of the following retail areas best captures

Survey #1: Community Survey on Downtown Golden

As a note, I was able to find a website for most of these downtown areas. However, when I typed in “downtown Golden” I didn’t
come up with much. What I did come up with was a list of all of Golden’s stores (even those not located in the downtown area).
The other websites also had information on parking, etc in their downtown areas...maybe a website just dedicated to downtown
Golden would be helpful.

Should be edgey and cool yet retain its original character and have real downtown shopping not just chains and eventually high
end trinket shops. Must be able to still buy food, hardware and gas in the downtown area – unlike other upscale and trendy
downtown areas.
It should be historic, quaint, but have some mainstream draw to bring in customers. Quizno’s and the like are not always bad if
the help bring in customers for other businesses.
I feel that several of these spots capture the same view: S. Pearl, Dntn Littleton, Old Town Arvada.
Don’t copy other areas!
Definitely not Pearl St. Boulder, what a freak show.

A pedestrian mall, such as Pearl Street, would be somewhat impractical for Golden. I think we have too small a downtown to
attract a lot of foot traffic as would be needed, and it would also obviate the need for our new Washington Avenue Bridge over
Clear Creek just completed (if Washington Avenue was turned into a pedestrian mall).
The addition of “upscale” stores would be welcomed.
Why does GURA think we should resemble something other than we are?

I tend to think of Downtown Golden as unique unto itself....you would do well to be reminded of Golden if you were asked the
same question about those other sites.
It has a better setting than the others with a river and a mountain backdrop. It has
more variety than the others. It has history and handsome buildings and street scape....and it’s a whole town unto itself- not a
district in another town like the others....They should be so lucky as to be like Golden...but they can’t because there is none other
like it.

2. Comments?
I was also tempted to choose Old Town Fort Collins, but Boulder is more pedestrian-friendly.
I personally think Golden has a character entirely its own.

Golden should do its own thing
None of the above
The best of all of the above.
Golden in the 1960’s

Downtown Golden is a TRUE downtown. There are no other cities in the metro area that can still hold school parades (GHS or
CSM) or Buffalo Bill’s Day parades that run right through the middle of town. People see their neighbors and friends there.
Downtown Golden is more than JUST a destination place and shouldn’t be marketed as such.

I like the destination nature of Larimer. I feel like I can simply think, “Let’s hit Larimer” and we’ll find something to do down there.
Golden should be unique from and more inviting than any of these. We can do better.

Some aspects of all of those areas seem attractive, but I also like how Golden is different and unique from those places.
I feel that suddenly there are so many different styles of architecture springing up in Golden. Where is the planning to keep
Golden looking as if it were in the same era??? Some buildings just don’t fit in!
When I think about what Downtown Golden should be, I don’t think “retail area”. I think: “Man, I *still* miss the ol’ Five & Dime.”
And Kenrows.
It has its own unique identity and we do not need to look like the others.
We need to retain the historic buildings and character of Golden.

I think DG has positive elements (creek, close to rec center, library, etc) that Pearl St does not have but the appeal of Pearl St is
having an area with no motorized vehicles. Washington would be tough, but possibly some side streets could be redesigned as
combined restaurant/walking/park areas.
The stores with out awnings (Pickets, Baby Does, Paprika and Windy Saddle) look SO much more inviting–and you can actually
see that they are open, and what the merchandise is.
Golden is unique. Why would you want it to be like something else?

The D-Note is a great venue in Old Town Arvada and attracts an increasing number of people into the town for music and
community events. It would be incredible to have a place like that in downtown Golden. Suburbanites do want good music
venues! Old Town also has a great Thai restaurant and several other shops and food/drink establishments that are attractive to
locals and not just for tourists (in contrast to Golden).
Have been in most of these places, but probably need to refresh my memory. Definitely not like Cherry Creek. Keep small town
character. Mix of restaurants and retail.
Fort Collins is not Boulder or Denver, it maintains its western character but gives a lot of room for the new- some pedestrian
friendly – some car friendly.
Make it closed to cars... get updated shops....get good restaurants....

Golden should be unique...please don’t make it like the upscale areas of Denver! I checked Pearl Street, Boulder, as it is intimate
and on a smaller scale. Golden could still have traffic, of course, (unlike Boulder’s Pearl St mall), but the intimate, “mom and pop”
store feeling could still prevail....just as it is already doing!

Actually have only been to about half of the sites listed (and not sure about S. Pearl St.), but envision a small town with small
shops. I think it is just fine the way it is. Hope to keep the Victorian style and small buildings. The Golden Hotel looks like the
county jail. The developer wasted an excellent location. It is a shame that the city (GURA?) didn’t insist on a more period structure
that integrated the creek side and Washington St. frontage better. The condos and retail along Clear Creek, while a bit more
stylish than the Golden Hotel, carry on the bare bones, semi-contemporary look which doesn’t really fit with the “old” main street.
In between these monstrosities, we have the overly ornate, semi-Victorian Wash. St. bridge??? Blah architecture also applies
to the big retail bldg. across from the post office. Why do people keep building retail when there is so much vacant? The
architectural renderings of the new bldg. across from Foss show more vision. I hope this mix of retail/residential turns out well. I
think keeping the Victorian look as much as possible will set Golden apart.
I would like to see some nice public spaces with music like the D-Note, and some moderately priced restaurants with a wide
variety of food. Some ethnic restaurants (e.g. Japanese, Thai) would be great.
I think a pedestrian friendly few blocks would be great.
Pearl St Denver works well due to the fact that it allows public transportation and bicycles, but not automobile traffic. This
provides for a great downtown feel, without being completely cut off like Pearl St in Boulder.

Highlands is a great mix of retail and restaurants within a residential area, and is still supportive of the local merchant. We do
spend a lot of time in Boulder, but I don’t think replicating the Pearl Street Mall is a good fit for Golden.
It’s already its own unique self! I would hate it to be a replication of any of the above. It’s great already!
A mix of unique retail shops, high quality restaurants with downtown residences which will draw out of Golden visitors from the
surrounding metro area.

I haven’t visited all of these areas, but Highlands Square seems to cater well to the needs of its local residents while still being a
place that is fun for people who don’t live in the neighborhood to visit. I also think it is important for the city not to be overrun with
chain stores that would make Golden just like every other character-less city in America. I would like downtown Golden to be a
place for small business people to be able to succeed and I don’t want to see local businesses run out because of skyrocketing
rent.
Please fix the traffic lights so that you don’t have to stop at every one if you’re driving down Washington or ford.

The people who approved the design of the golden hotel should be examined to see if they have a shred of brains left, and how
much money was deposited in their bank account after it was approved.
Golden should do its own thing, not try to replicate somewhere else.
Golden is unique. It doesn’t “match” any of the above completely. Have you ever thought about blocking off the main street for
two blocks beginning with Foss Drugs and having that be a walking area only?

Please keep the small town old west feel
I love the idea of a pedestrian-friendly downtown, with cars kept a block off of the main street. People flock to Pearl St. mall in
Boulder, and I haven’t seen the same kind of vitality on any other of the above listed locations.
Downtown was a mix of residential and commercial and had lots to offer and attract people there.
I moved to golden for the small town feel, it has slowly been taken away from golden with all the new development of high rise
modern condos and office buildings
Downtown Golden has always been nice because of the mix of stores. It’s great that they are not chain stores, since I can go
anywhere and get those. I can walk to downtown Golden.

We would love to see music on the sidewalks, more walking space, fewer cars. Could we close Washington to cars between 13th
and 10th? The “Howdy Folks” sign totally cheapens the high class western shopping district feel!

The reason I chose Pearl Street is for its amazing gardens, its rooftop seating and eclectic restaurants. There are many choices
of restaurants including a majority of them being vegetarian and organic friendly.
Any of these would be great. First step....get rid of the Howdy Folks sign. It distracts from the Downtown street scape. It literally
disguises the real old west town that it is.
A little bit Pearl St, little bit Gaylord
I think we should recapture the “Old West” that the town used to be. Embrace our history!

It’s important that stores and restaurants are independent, interesting, and unique, and it’s super important that Washington and
Golden downtown be pedestrian and biker friendly.
I envision downtown Golden as a real hub of community activity–casual, welcoming, interesting,
historical, friendly, and unique.
A pedestrian mall maintaining the old town flavor would be great
Pedestrian friendly, people sized, beautiful with trees and flowers.
I would like a combination of Highlands Square as well as other retail that addresses Golden citizens: a breakfast/lunch-type,
low-to-medium cost restaurant (e.g. The Egg &amp; I); a bread shop (e.g., Maggie’s of Ft Collins), shoe store (e.g., Dardanos),
delicatessen, etc.

Why does downtown Golden have to be a “tourist trap”??? Have you ever conducted a survey to see how often Golden residents
actually frequent downtown merchants??? It would be nice to have the ability to purchase every day items in downtown Golden,
not just gifts for birthdays or Christmas. Other than the Quilt Store and Meyer’s Hardware, our family does not shop at any of the
other stores – they don’t carry what we need.

It would be great to see more restaurants and roof top patios for outdoor dining choices. Also more variety in food would be
wonderful.

Stop tearing down the old buildings, such as the historic Mitchell School and Hesteds. Schools in the downtown keep the
downtown viable because people come there to pick up their children and oftentimes shop and use other facilities.

Extension of the walking path along Clear Creek, under Hwy 6 and to dead end. Then adding a pedestrian bridge at that point,
and developing a walking path on the south side of Clear Creek. Developing the former Golden Ford location into some
moderate and upscale housing.
Continue small town scale of buildings and architecture that complements the existing buildings

The downtown area has lots of gorgeous historic buildings that are too often hidden with non-historic add-ons. I wonder if
bringing more of this character out would bring in more of the businesses that would benefit Golden, instead of more loud
Harley’s.

The old buildings and general look of downtown is appealing, but it is not enough to bring a lot of people in. It seems to me we do
not have a central theme that would really contribute to bringing a lot of people to downtown. We do not have a huge
concentration of restaurants, or a ton of really interesting stores, etc., we have a little of a bunch of stuff. Maybe enough to build
on, but having more of a focus, almost any focus, would be good, I think.

History, Mountain backdrop, Clear Creek Corridor complete with a bridge you can lounge around on, The many museums and
points of interest, the looks of the town, an amazing spectrum of recreation...from Kayaking, climbing, biking, hiking trails, a fine
community center, great parks, to being able to jump off a mountain with a parasail! A schedule of events that not only go on all
summer – but at Christmas and other times as well. AND the fact it is a town with its own government and a wide variety of
merchants –not an area or “cutesy” district.
Where else can you sit comfortably at a table on the bridge across a river in the
center of town and enjoy a mountain view, read a lesson in history and see children playing in a playground below and be
entertained by kayakers in the water and hang gliders in the western sky while eating ice cream or a sandwich from a nearby
restaurant? – and all for free (except the food). “NOW THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT”
more trees, less cars

We have the creek right downtown, with great walking paths. That gives us an edge over the other downtowns mentioned in the
last question. Musicians would be nice, if they had a place to perform where they wouldn’t block sidewalk traffic (we already have
the restaurant seating to do that).
The number and variety of galleries and museums.
It has the flavor of a mountain town within a short drive of Denver.

C. What do you think makes (or would make) Downtown Golden unique, distinctive, or special?

Like the history, the West, beautiful creek, free Coors tour, have taken lots of visitors thru it. Like Foss Drug old fashioned feel
Golden has its own special charm. The park, the Chamber of Commerce area and of course the path along Clear Creek are very
special and make you feel that you are in a small community.
Clear Creek, I gateway to the mountains... history- the mountains... mining history...

The lack or minimization of franchise stores and restaurants is essential to making Golden a unique destination. I would hate to
see more chains open up particularly if they are direct competitors of existing businesses.
It’s a beautiful setting and attracts outdoorsy people. The creek is perhaps the most unique and attractive part of town, but the
historic buildings are a draw as well.
Keep out any further chain stores/cafes/restaurants/coffee shops. Further encourage hometown ownership.

Our Clear Creek walkway with Historic area, kayaking, and eateries along the creek is delightful! Expanding (carefully!) on this
would be welcome.
Also, I love the bronze artwork. Could the “Miner with Donkey” bronze be returned and given a place of
distinction?

I like the variety of independently owned small businesses and restaurants, in addition to the “arts” offerings including the Clear
Creek history museum, quilt museum, foothills gallery and Miners Theatre. I love the Clear Creek bike path.
Continued emphasis on the Western flavor of Golden along with the focus on Clear Creek as a focal point ... and the fact that we
are truly “nestled” at the base of the foothills, specifically Lookout Mtn

Golden has a very diverse mix of socio-economic citizens. I think that downtown reflects that. I have lived here since 1972 and
seen many changes, but places like the Ace remain. Although I don’t go there, I like that it is still there.
Downtown Golden has a lot of history, and it should stand out in that way.
That it is small.

Historical. We also need cultural facilities downtown, besides MAP and FAC. We need a Landmark-type theater.
Small town atmosphere. Minimal traffic, noise, congestion, etc.

History. Also, the bike paths, and the fact that everything is within walking distance. It is terrific to be able to go to Meyer’s
Hardware, the library, Clear Creek Jewelry and the post office without getting in a car. Clear Creek is also very unique and
makes running errands much more enjoyable.
The setting...don’t need to change that!
Historic look and feel is unique and charming

Creek and original downtown visually and physically separate from Denver and nearby suburbs

We have all the makings of a beautiful walking downtown, with a nice new bridge overlooking the superlative clear creek and
mountain views, and going all the way past Table Mountain Inn. What would really make it special is to realize the goal of
having an area we could truly walk, enjoy, relax, and sit at cafes out of doors and enjoy the historic downtown streetscape and the
natural views and activities. Right now it feels too much simply a commuter link for cars blowing through downtown on
Washington. Connecting the blocks together, making them safer for walking and biking, and creating more of a destination feel
would realize the beauty and joy of our special downtown.
Great main street, small town feel, foothill setting.
An identity.

More diversity in downtown housing. Too many “part-time” residents currently in Millstone project. Downtown needs a slightly
larger and perhaps younger (more likely to spend) population to support additional downtown businesses.
Maintain the character and not building big buildings like the Hested parking building.
Really building up shops along the riverfront – having the walkway and parks along the riverfront and shops (retail, restaurants
with patios and balconies, etc.) that you can visit as you walk along the path.

I think the atmosphere of the cozy little restaurants and shops, the riverwalk, and the open attitudes of the tenants that run these
businesses really makes Golden special already. I do think that there are a few shops that could use some updating, or a new
business should replace what is there, but overall, Golden presents a relaxed, tranquil environment for people to unwind in.
The creek and nearby mountains make Golden distinctive. A no-vehicle area could complete the picture of a unique, pleasant
area to stroll, dine and relax.
Clear creek
Its history.
Small
unique stores that serve both residents and visitors
It’s natural setting, its accessibility, its unpretentiousness.
Clear Creek trail, great restaurants, Foss
Keeping the Old Town atmosphere. It makes a place unique and unlike “all the others”.
How about bringing back the World Championships of Hackey-Sack? Ya gotta admit, that was pretty unique.
The bike path along Clear Creek in an excellent feature of Golden as it allows access to many features (historic park, kayak park,
rec center, pioneer museum, etc).

Very small town feel, the creek, and the historic past

Downtown golden seems to focus on the Harley / Bar community, and like shops. Riding Harleys on the weekend (not to mention
the noise pollution) does not coincide with the Sustainability initiatives of the City. It also does not promote business for local
Golden Residents. Would like to see a more up-to-date, green, trend-setting atmosphere that attracts more of the outdoors
oriented (bikers, runners, climbers, environmentalist) – like Ft. Collins is attempting to do.

Keep the Victorian theme going as much as possible. The covered sidewalks and mixed storefronts add to the “old west” feel.
Try to remember this is an historic town, not one built to someone’s “vision” (i.e. the new Lakewood or Thornton “Town Centers”).
We have a real downtown, let’s not squander that by trying to emulate some other place. Build on what is already there.
Location between Denver and the Mountains, friendly, location next to Coors and CSM.
View of the mountains, Clear Creek, and close proximity to hiking, biking and outdoor activities.
It feels like Colorado. It definitely has a western feel to it.
The views and architecture

One of a kind establishments, the arts, great dining & fun cultural events. If we could get a light rail line into town, rather than only
out to the Justice Center, that would be a huge plus. Golden has such unique geographical surroundings...another mark of
distinction.
Clear Creek along side a nice small downtown area.
Clear Creek
The sign and the Buffalo Rose.
Maybe a small scale whole foods in the downtown area would be nice. Also, a place to rent bikes along the creek. A funky
restaurant along the creek would be interesting too.

The fact that I can walk into businesses and see people I know working there. I like walking into Starbuck’s and seeing kids
working there that my daughter graduated with or walking into Foss and there’s a former council member that works there. It’s a
community. I worked in downtown Denver for 10 years and it was depressing not having the friendly faces there that you have at
the businesses in Golden.
I would organize some wild west events for the spring, summer and fall.
Restaurants/cafes. Festivals. Pedestrian friendly.
The emphasis on the Old West.
It’s history. It’s a real historic main street. It’s walking distance to everything downtown and the clear creek amenities. It’s very
pretty.
What I just said – possibly blocking off a few blocks of downtown for walking only.

The great architecture on the existing historic buildings.

We love the way it looks. The Welcome to Golden sign, the creek, the restaurants, everything! Friends love to visit! I do wish
there wasn’t the Realtor Offices downtown they are ugly!! We need more little shops, Foss yes but more little fun shops. To add
something for everyone. The one antique store needs a face lift or needs to be cleaned up to make it more appealing to the
public.

Keep the small retailers.
I think the amazing foothills backdrop, the creek and the active lifestyle make Golden an amazing city. It’s small town feel and
neighbor-centric attitude makes it a fabulous place to live. Capitalizing on our beautiful environment and eco-friendly nature is a
sure way to make ourselves distinct and special.
The junction of the creek and the downtown area. It’s a classic old west town, or could be anyway.

Quality businesses that attract BOTH citizens (first) and tourists. I don’t want us to turn into an Estes Park-type downtown that
really focuses on tourism, that obviously tourism is important to Golden. When undertaking a sustainable living approach and
desiring to minimize travel for residents, that suggests that businesses that address residents’ regular needs should be
considered as well as a good mix of business that draw tourists.

Being a leader in sustainability, predominantly locally owned shops that regular middle class folks utilize, not just tourist shops, ie
book stores, family clothing, shoe stores, second hand clothing, book stores. Community events, walk/bikability, and building
guidelines to create continuity and attractive buildings and entrances to the city.

Continue to have buildings which blend in, plus more shops (not the popcorn and T shirt kind) and more restaurants.

Pedestrian mall, LOW building in character with old buildings, keep parking structures hidden, KEEP IT QUAINT

Its history, its location, and the fostering of a sense of community.

Pedestrian and bike friendly. Get rid of the cars. Keep the historic character strong, and do not construct ugly buildings (e.g.,
Golden Hotel). Make as much as possible pedestrian. What makes Golden different from any of the other towns is that it is
surrounded by mesas and such. Don’t block the views with huge buildings (don’t make exceptions for big investors). Recruit
different types of restaurants (e.g., natural food, especially breakfast), and stay away from chains.

Providing services for the average Golden family. We would love to see a I come into downtown, that served affordable lunch
and dinner meals.

Golden already is special. I wish we could keep all of the store fronts occupied. Right now I wonder what we will do without Foss.

I would love to see more emphasis on Golden as a center of sustainable living and the arts and less on Buffalo Bill (who got his
fame from shooting buffalo from trains and letting them suffer and parish for fun)! Golden was originally about mining and the
territorial capital. If we want to honor our history, let’s focus there.
Restoration of the historic buildings and making new buildings look more historic rather then modern
The “Howdy Folks” sign, and the various statues, the mural on the side of Foss
A balance of uses in downtown and the proximity to recreational areas, such as Clear Creek, the ball fields, rec center, kayak
course and other parks.
I love the planters and the statues.
Capitalize on the historic character of the downtown area.
If the historic buildings are restored

My biggest gripe about Golden are the Harley riders who swarm there on the weekends. I have been walking on Washington and
had my ears numbed by them as they leave the downtown area. We need to enforce a healthy noise level that protects my ears.
More officers on duty weekend afternoons and decibel meters with photo tickets would be a good start.

Re: peds – sidewalks are fine but no pedestrian/bike focused entryway exists – blocked by Coors, Hiway6 and Mines. Re: auto –
Once downtown, not really difficult except traffic timing improvements needed. 19th St access from 6th shared with Mines and
Coors transcends chaotic.
It’s tough to safely get to a grocery store from downtown.
We need more quality eating and entertainment establishments.
If anything, it would be parking. Also the bottleneck going north on Washington by the Buffalo Bill statue.
Walkway over Hwy 58

All the loud Harley’s in the downtown area make me not want to spend time there, even where there are businesses I would like
to patronize there. I’d like to see some enforcement of noise laws to minimize this, since I think it drives away others like me and
does not create a family-friendly environment.
Getting to it via 19th street and all its “traffic calming” that slows and backs up traffic. Dodging potholes almost everywhere.
Sidewalks that disappear mid block, are too narrow or don’t exist.
Motorcycles – too many, too noisy, and travel too fast.
The noise.

Sorry, I hear a lot about parking, etc., being a problem, but I have not experienced any particular “hassle” in visiting downtown
Golden. The only time I have trouble finding a parking space is if some big event is going on – like Buffalo Bill days or CSM
commencement. Maybe the issue is more signage to help folks from out of town figure out there is lots of parking a block off
Washington – but there are some signs already.

I don’t find it to be a hassle to shop or go through downtown Golden....It is a bit disconcerting to try to drive through when the
streets are blocked for a festival or the downtown is closed off for a parade....but those events are for peoples enjoyment and
need to be tolerated. The incredible display of motorcycles around certain bars may put some tourists off, but they are tourists,
too...and reasonably well behaved.
Too noisy

I object to skirting around the Ace Hi’s smoking section.
I would like vehicles moved off of Washington between 11th and 14th Streets, at least on holidays and weekends. Create easy flow
through to Arapahoe south bound and Jackson northbound.
The construction projects are enough of a disruption that I’m unaware of any other real hassles.

4. Besides current construction projects, what is the biggest “hassle” you face in visiting, shopping, working, driving, biking or
walking into Downtown Golden?

New construction taking away parking (we don’t think it’s going to be replaced? Easy to find parking on the south end of town. Not
so easy near Blue Canyon Grill and Tony Rigatoni’s), going around bicyclists in the street / bicyclists well exceeding the 25 mph
speed limit on Ford Street (hazardous when cars are pulling out of side streets)
I don’t find any “hassles”. I think there is very adequate parking, even if it isn’t right in front of the store you wish to enter. There is
plenty of off- site parking!.
Those @#$%$&*! Traffic circles out on Old Golden Road. Get rid of ‘em, for the love of all that’s Holy.
None

Biking can be scary with non-distinct bike lanes. The farmers market should not be a parking lot... shutting down part of
Washington would be great... see Appleton Wisconsin Farmer’s market or Madison – it attracts people from all over and is a huge
attraction on Saturday’s in the summer.
The only thing I can think of is parking issues during really big events (Fourth of July Fireworks comes to mind). Otherwise, no
complaints.
Traffic
Sunday closures. It seems that even though a lot of tourists come into town all through the weekend, most of the shops are
closed.
Parking
none
Poor sidewalks and missing links in the bike paths (such as the missing sidewalks on 8th street between the pedestrian overpass
and the rec center, and at the intersection of Washington and 93) are a hassle.

I think the biggest hassle or what we like the least about Golden is all the motorcycles. We had guests and took them to lunch and
the motorcycle noise was so loud it was embarrassing. Hard to feel the charm of a small town with so much noise. I realize that
the bikers are also a very large contributor to the economy but the noise level does get really bad.

Parking not a problem. There aren’t all the stores I need. No movie theater. Could be more restaurants, but like the ones that
are here. I walk down all the time and bike sometimes. Make sure there are plenty of places to lock up bikes. Love Meyers
Hardware, nice people and helpful.

Store hours!!! The local stores are never open during convenient hours. We are doing a lot of home improvements lately, and we
would prefer to shop at a locally-owned small business (Meyers Hardware as an example). However, they are never open so we
end up going to Home Depot about 95 percent of the time.
I don’t have any complaints
parking behind Foss’ could be better
It’s dangerous to bike in downtown Golden, except on the Clear Creek path. We need bike lanes and education and/or penalties
for drivers, who don’t seem to care much about bicyclists or pedestrians.
Not a thing.

Too many people. The town is starting to look like Boulder. And the liberal lefties are in charge of the design, permitting, and
development process. The town has lost it’s “home town” feel and just looks like any other pinched, crowded city awash with
poorly designed subdivisions. You could take a lesson from Ventura CA, among many other cities, who declared a moratorium on
homebuilding. Their property values skyrocketed overnight, and their tax base, untouched, continued to grow. You have pretty
much turned a lovely small town into just another Denver. The crime rates, homeless, litter and ghettos of the impoverished
should begin to escalate soon.
Drivers being unaware of pedestrians and cyclists.
Nothing, really.
The merchants all close before I get off of work and can come down to shop.
None. It will be nice to have some of the roads repaired after this horrible winter.
I would do more of my shopping downtown if there were more shops offering a wider variety of goods. Other than that, I have no
hassles with downtown Golden.

Both walking and biking in downtown is difficult. I’ll only really walk there when Washington is shut down, and I won’t bike there
because it’s too dangerous. That makes it difficult for me to get to downtown without driving, which just makes the problem worse
and makes me not likely to go down as often. The worst bit, however, is the poor retailers downtown. The service quality is the
worst I’ve seen anywhere. I can provide tales of a negative experience at nearly every retailer in town, perhaps barring Woody’s,
TMI, and Meyer’s. Bent Gate? Yup. Picket’s, Old Capitol Grille, Rhapsody’s? Check. The flower shop? Yerp. Golden Hotel,
most of the local coffee shops, the old bagel shop, hardcore bike shops, health food store, etc, etc, etc. It’s all about service and
our retailers have no clue how to create repeat business from golden residents or those who might like to visit again some time.
Parking? Not that big of a hassle, though.
Auto traffic.
None that I can think of at this point.

Not much hassle ... sometimes hard to find parking, but it’s never more than a couple blocks away

Poor customer service from a large percentage of the restaurants and shops. I have heard this repeatedly from both residents
and, more distressingly, non-residents of Golden who come to visit. It is poor enough to make people not want to come back. By
poor service I mean excessive waits for tables and generally poor “table side manner” of wait staffs.
None.
Instead of parking, we should have lots outside of town and a good local bus service like Estes Park has developed. And why not
bring the train back to Golden especially when RTD implements service to west Denver.

Traffic – I work near School of Mines and have to traverse Washington Street on a daily basis. I shudder to think of what traffic
will be once the old Hested site is finished. Cross traffic at 12th and 13th street often has to wait thru more than one light cycle to
cross Washington St during the summer months. Driving through Golden on a Saturday afternoon when the horse carriages are
in town is a huge hassle – if your goal is to get rid of auto traffic, you’re close to succeeding!

None. Other than the big hill back to the house to ride up after having a good time downtown.

I (mostly) ride my bike into town, so parking is not an issue for me – and Golden has ample bike racks.

Limited (good) choices for food and drink. Being a vegetarian, and having vegetarian friends, the only places to really eat are
Woodies (for Pizza) and 2 dishes at the Table Mtn Inn. The other restaurants have no selections for healthy, vegetarian food.

What hassle?? In Golden I can usually park right in front of the store I want to visit, or at least within 100 feet. Try that at a mall.
Most other “downtown” areas have parking meters. We have free, easy parking. More parking behind main street will probably
be needed at some point (I assume the new bldg. across from Foss will have some public parking). I also bike through town. It
is a little tricky getting from the bike path along 6th to the Clear Creek path. The “narrowing” of 19th really made that stretch
treacherous for bikes. Most bikers don’t really like riding on sidewalks because you have to dodge pedestrians. A better link
between the trails would be good (i.e. continue north along 6th from 19th and drop down to Clear Creek through CSM property?)
Also, will there be some sort of connection with light rail from downtown to the Taj? Now is the time to think about that as well.
Has Golden approached RTD about extending the line to Golden? Even a shuttle would be good....get it in the budget...
Parking, especially on Friday and Saturday nights.
Store hours are not usually convenient, and some of the workers in the stores have been rude on a consistent basis.
There is little public seating/benches. There are a few, but they always seem to be taken. More seating would be nice.
Lack of places to eat

The traffic lights being red at every corner going down Washington or ford. I understand that you are trying to keep speeds low or
get tourists to stop, but the traffic lights are either excessive or very poorly timed? It seems every time I drive through downtown I
have to stop at every single one...
Narrow sidewalks
Restaurants are limited – we need a good breakfast place – check out Udi’s in the Stapleton area, a place along those lines
would be great. Shopping is very limited – we have a choice of antiques, quilts (and I love quilts) and bars & a few women’s
shops.
Traffic I guess. Things will be better as the construction projects are complete.
Cars parked in the bicycle lanes.

Roads are not bike friendly! Make it car-free as much as possible. Crossing Washington St at 5th and Washington is very
hazardous; also dangerous at 9th and Washington and 14th and Washington. Also, tons of motorbikes in summer gives it a bad
atmosphere.
A general lack of public places to sit, rest, relax.
None really
none
Too few bike lanes, uneven or discontinuous sidewalks, no local bus service, too few practical shops
Traffic calming. The traffic calming installed on 19th has CREATED traffic flow problems that previously didn’t exist. The
reduction of lanes on the eastern side of the intersection of 10th &amp; Washington slows traffic unnecessarily. Traffic lights
through town should be better coordinated to improve flow.
Too many stoplights.
It was a hassle biking, but Golden has made some great enhancements as far as bike paths and cross walks.
None
J walkers
I would love to be able to walk freely with my small children in their stroller on wide walkways and fewer or no cars after a certain
point. I think the parking garages and open space on Washington would be dreamy. Maybe a fountain and more community
space for gathering.
Biking isn’t easy because of traffic – a bike lane would be handy.
Diversity of services/shops.
When the streets are blocked off so often in summer. I know it’s wonderful for the economy to have all these activities but I tend to
avoid downtown Golden a lot during the summer.
Motorcycle noise.
19th st is the only way into downtown, this access point is always congested
It’s not really a hassle, but on any busy day it can be tough to find a parking place close to a particular spot I’m going. It’s easy
enough to find another spot though.
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5. Which types of food shops do you feel would work best in the historic downtown?
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Deli, decks overlooking the Clear Creek Corridor, Something with a unique theme like maybe a place where the servers are
dressed in Victorian or Western costumes... or an old mine shaft motif ....
sandwich shop
home delivery catered meals
Ethnic food shop
wine bar
Thai
Bookstore, craft supply store
Rubios
wine bar with acoustic entertainment
The Egg and I
Again, just bring back Kenrow’s.
Greasy spoon restaurant, and a DONUT SHOP!!!!
All, if without traffic
Golden Ram/Kenrow’s type
Bookstore, Coffee House
more low to moderately priced restaurants
Book store
Tapas bar; Vegetarian restaurant; Micro-brew (that serves food)
brew pub
music in coffee shops
book stores
Bistro type which has good food, smaller quantities and smaller prices. How about Trader Joes food stores.
Delicatessen
bagel shop
Having a local (and somewhat inexpensive) “Vitamin Cottage” type of shop would be spectacular. Again, restaurants that cater to
vegetarians and organic would be wonderful.
Breakfast, bakery, ice cream, food and entertainment
non-chain, open Sundays

Other
Q-Doba
smallish grocery store such as Trader Joes

The current women’s clothing stores are very nice, but I consider them specialty and on expensive side. I have bought things at
Baby Doe’s and the one by Foss’ I really like the window displays by Foss’. A more general purpose store would be nice where
you could buy socks, underwear, basics, for women, men, boys.
Outdoor Clothing Jewelry

upscale and specialized with purpose destination shoppers in mind. Tourists can buy their junk at Foss and clothes at WalMart.
Stuff that is unique – chains would be inappropriate. Shoes would be good too.
Outdoor clothing
Something like Penney’s! Basics.
None
Western wear.
Running (shoes and clothes) store; baby/children clothes store; lingerie store (Victoria’s Secret instead of the one that’s there
now).
I wouldn’t bother. Most of the clothing stores I shop at are the bigger variety-to be found in large malls.
I like the current outdoor wear associated with the Bent Gate and the bicycle store and I like Baby Does. Casual woman’s
apparel is good. A shoe store would be good.
Unique clothing, even “clothing as art” type of shop, maybe a coop for fabric/jewelry artists
Please, let’s not become another upscale Cherry Creek area.
Shoe store, children’s clothing store
NO CHAIN STORES

I usually buy via catalogs, so this is not a priority for me. My wife would like some upscale womens clothing store.
Womens apparel Shoes – womens – good selection
A shoe store

6. What type(s) of apparel stores would you like to see in downtown Golden?
Western wear would be handy–I have a daughter in Westernaires.
Casual clothes
Nice boutiques.
Outdoor apparel
Unique, non-chain stores.

Whatever can survive! I try to shop/eat/etc. in Golden to support the local economy. I don’t know how loyal other Goldenites are.
If the tourist trade is what supports local business, then that’s what we need. I would prefer to keep the small town atmosphere
over bringing in large retail.

Apparel...? This is Golden, right? Well, ya could bring back Steve’s Corner. They had both country and western types of Apparel.
I think downtown has a sufficient and varied selection of apparel stores.
A mix of apparel choices is important. This would include both local shops and more widely recognized chains that you might see
in a mall
Junk shops like Foss.
Children’s, sports.
Western wear. Vintage clothing
Kids
childrens. Adult active.
How about something like Buffalo Exchange for the CSM students. I’d like to see a baby store. I like some of the stuff in
downtown Golden but it’s generally too expensive for me.
What we have is just right.
More affordable apparel for college students, young professionals.
Motorcycle or hiking/mtn biking.
Eddie Bauer
Women’s & Men’s clothing
quality apparel
Sports apparel.

I think Golden would experience greater revenue if it worked in a few mainstream shopping retailers, while still keeping the unique
specialty shops, to attract both younger local crowd, as well as the older generation tourists. I believe that the two would even
feed off of each others business to some degree.
More outdoor clothing. Bent Gate is super, but a bit technical.
Unique boutiques, but not expensive. Affordable clothing would be nice, also ethnic styles.
ctual leather shoe store
kids apparel!!
A good shoe store.
None. We don’t tend to shop at boutiques.
One which would appeal to a more moderate income.

I am a resident so I hope my name won’t be shown. But the clothing stores in Golden are too “old lady” for me and I’m 45!!! They
need fun, carefree clothes! The stuff you find on vacation clothes - but not to expensive!! Skirts, t-shirts, shorts
organic/sustainable fabrics for clothes of all kinds. And, locally designed/made clothing
family owned outdoor clothes store
AFFORDABLE!!!!
No opinion
no preference
Gap, boutiques, upscale men’s clothing
Like Foss clothing store of a few years back.
More mens clothing would be nice.

I am not excited for Golden to become even more of a touristy landmark with shops and such all over the place. That being said, if
you are going to put stores in, I would prefer them to be more eclectic like Pearl Street in Boulder. Having some misses shops for
the 20-30’s crowd would be alright. Active wear shops such as Title nine, etc.
women’s and childrens

Mens clothing
no opinion
Baby clothing; workout clothing
don’t know
NAU (www.nau.com)
Don’t care
Affordable ones that offer clothes for the entire family. We loved HJ Foss clothing store and were sad to see it leave. Ptarmigan
is just out of place in Golden – way too expensive!
Interesting, funky style
They do well now.
High quality second hand clothing, reasonably priced, quality kids/ adult clothing, shoes. (men’s too)
shoes (e.g. Dardanos), moderately priced women’s and men’s casual and sports clothing
Outdoor, casual.

Keep the hardware store, and I imagine that there is decent business for the crafts and nick-knack shops (but not from me). The
appliance store, if it is still there, should go – how it can complete with the bigger chains is beyond me.

I am more concerned about keeping the really good ones like Meyer Hardware, all the nice restaurants, the theatre above Foss Drug
etc. I do miss the “old format” Foss Drug. A book store would be nice, but I suppose not feasible.
Card shop additional galleries
Keep the hardware store alive
Retail has to be something special and the reason comes to Golden .. unsure of what but can’t let it descend into tourist t-shirt shops
like Brek
Keep Meyer’s hardware. Bookstore – especially one that specializes in Colorado history.
Fresh food
Landmark-type movie theater. Students could WALK to it! I recommend this strongly!
Antiques, jeweler, etc.
No change necessary.
Book store; bath and body-type store; organic food co-op. I would like to see Golden get rid of the jewelry store (does anyone even
shop there...they are NEVER open???).
I’m not a big shopper so I already like what is there.
Someplace where we can buy some basic office supplies without driving to the mall – Foss could carry more of this type of thing, I
would think.
BOOK STORE...SIMILAR TO TATTERED COVER OR BOULDER BOOKSTORE. GEM AND MINERAL
shoe store, bookstore, camera shop
Outdoor Specialty Organic Foods or Co-ops Artists A small entertainment/concert venue!

The malls and other shopping centers are not far away...so I think an area like Golden is more ideally suited for boutiques, antiques,
and uniques! Sports shops for boating, skiing, climbing. Rock shops. Gift shops of various kinds.
Ski shops
Unique, non-chain stores other than kitschy old west stores. The old west theme is no longer current and makes Golden look like it
is living in the 1950’s.

7. What type(s) of retail stores would you like to see in downtown Golden?
Book store. Butcher shop, like Wally’s Quality Meats.
Variety store; hardware and small appliance store; annex of major book dealer so that there can be fast acquisition of books not on
the shelves; craft supplies;

My biggest trips are to get coffee (Village Roaster in Lakewood) and to get office supplies (Office Max at Denver West). I am very
loyal to VR and would go there regardless because I love their coffee. Office supplies used to be handled by Foss, but apparently
they couldn’t make a go of it. My favorite liquor store (Golden Eagle Liquors) recently went out of business because of a large
increase in local taxes. Maybe Golden should help out its small businesses with some tax relief!

Kid’s toys store, german bakery – well, any good bakery, greasy spoon diner or breakfast/donut shop, nice cozy pub, butcher shop.
Hot dog stand and other small eateries along the creek, the bridge, etc. I’d also like to see more outdoor I space!!!
Hallmark shop.
None.
Kitchen store.
Bookstore. Baby store. More fast-casual type restaurants like Noodles, Qdoba, etc. Maybe a funky or modern furniture store. Art (not
just Western).
What we have is just right.
Running, books, cooking
motorcycle or hiking/mtn biking also maybe snow/skateboard
Art Gallery
We need a bookstore
A non-chain bookstore

Stores that appeal to tourists. Right now downtown has nothing to offer year round residents and probably never will.

An anarchist’s book store. What is “retail”, anyway? Is Wal*Mart retail? If yes, than I’d like to see no retail, please. But, really... this
is all about sales tax, right? So any answer other than “retail” doesn’t really count. But maybe you should rename this survey “retail
survey” instead of “community survey” then.
Book store. Music store (i.e. Golden Music). Radio Shack.

Bookstore
More artisan shops.
Book store, toy store
pennys macy dillards burlington furniture
kids apparel, books, shoes, small(ish) food stores, household goods.
Books and music (with a focus on western authors and artists)
I’d love to see an old fashioned five and dime!

A 5 and dime – I work with senior folks all over the metro area, and so many of them remember visiting that store.
Need to keep meyers; need a general goods store, like Foss used to be(maybe a small convenience store), also stuff attractive to
tourists.
Some office supplies

Like I said above they need better clothes. More gift shop stuff, fun decorating, shabby chic, fun jewelry, cute shoes. Trendy stuff.I
do like Foss but that’s one market and we need more.Antique stores. The new store Picket Fence is cute.
Sustainable living products (think gaiam.com) or cruise the Pearl St. mall in Boulder
more gift shops that feature local artists and farmers. Gifts that represent colorado

A 5 and Dime Store – we really miss the old store that was on Washington by the Arch. You could go in and get everyday items there
and the kids loved the candy case. We used to shop Foss back in the day before it switched over to furniture and gas pumps! But
there really isn’t anything they offer that we need other than liquor!
Bookstore
only independent unique stores; NO big chain stores
Things are getting better with the new shops. Trader Joes again.
New used books, photography supplies/ photo processing, quality toy store (check out www.fairhaventoygarden.com (Bellingham
WA), new/ used C.D.’s/ music
High quality card shop, art gallery featuring local artists in various media,
Artisan, art galleries
Eco-friendly retail stores which provide items from renewable resources and such.
Book store

The guys are Peaks Cycle rock. Friendly, priced well, knowledgeable, and just all around the types of shops we need.
Unique stores with items not found everywhere are more likely to draw a crowd.

Replace Bent Gate with REI. Sorry, but Bent Gate employees have bad attitudes, and they are over-priced. Would rather have a
local store that tries to stay competitive and are friendly; or we should just get a n REI.

Any type of store that can stay in business.
Convenience store like a 7-11, nice music store. Existing stores (Foss, Meyer’s) are fine, but they are often closed when I need to
shop there.
Outdoors sporting goods

I don’t think that services should be in the downtown storefronts.
We have an assortment now.
Day spa

I think we have enough barbers and hair salons.
I think we have enough.
Someplace where I can paint some pottery?
There are none for Golden residents. Downtown is just for the business owners to make money off the tourists.
Nice community bike shop. I know that’s more retail, but I think more of the service side.
Mail, fax, copy center.
It’s got a good balance right now.
Spa.

SPA....WHAT HAPPENED I BEAUTY BAR?????
Massage Therapy Taylors Outfitters
I don’t know if a bakery counts, but Golden needs one! Maybe a spa to some degree would bring in business.
Salons

traditional still required – barber, laundry/cleaners, dentist, yoga, etc much as now.
Jewelry shop. Shoe repair.
None
No change necessary.
Massage and other body work services

8. What type(s) of personal services stores would you like to see in downtown Golden?
A spa. A dressmaker.
The feed store is great for those of us with pets and other livestock. The hardware store is invaluable. Barber and Beauty shops.
A twenty four hour drop-in Medical Clinic would be incredible.
Shoe repair
No suggestions.
Keep the Post Office

bookstore
Keep Meyers!!!

See above. There are lots of shops we would like to see, but with high taxes and competition close by I don’t see how small
businesses survive in Golden. Only stores with a large local or tourist trade can survive. In this day and age, competing with
WalMart and the other “bargain” stores is nearly impossible. My admiration for the stores in Golden which manage to stay in
business. Golden needs to find out who is actually shopping in Golden (CSM students, residents, tourists, etc.) and then target
those types of stores.
What we currently have, seems to be adequate.
Barber, dry cleaner.
High end spa/massage;
day spa
None
not sure
affordable barber, hair stylist, massage, yoga (other than Bikrams)
day spa
Can’t think of any
classy Aveda salon
Barber shops.

how about a decent florist? The “florist”/antique shop doesn’t have much to offer.
Day Spa, Shoe repair, Dentist,
Can’t think of anything
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Are you kidding? These are all great attractions...and don’t forget that
having a selection of good eating places would draw people to be
downtown. Also places to “hang out” like coffee shops, parks
Historical walks
Stores open on Sunday
“Haunted Golden” walking tours?

Other
a movie theater

none of the above
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9. Which of the following events/features would lead you to downtown Golden if there were more of these?

I love Golden!!!
Movies: have some that are not just for kids
What we have currently is a nice mix, I like the car shows in the summer.
Golden is a great place to live. Great location and innovative city staff and council.
Thanks you for this opportunity!
Since you asked, the farmers market is a really nice amenity but could focus more on the “farmers” part of it, with more organic
and local produce stands and less stuff that has nothing to do with farms.
I wouldn’t mind seeing the street blocked off and planted with trees, flowers, xeriscaped areas....picnic areas.
Again, the Farmers market could be HUGE... no other front range city that I know of has a good Farmer’s Markey... Boulder
doesn’t hold a candle to those in the ctuall... I really want a place to go out and hear music in the evening... something unique
that Denver/Boulder does not offer- bluegrass? Folk? World?

Just leave Golden alone and get rid of GURA–they have cause so much damage over the years.
Nighttime makes other Denver local neighborhoods sizzle, Unless I Buffalo Rose/Woodys downtown golden went to bed at 7pm.

I know there is a farmers market, but it needs more actual local farmers produce
The key to making the downtown area more profitable is to go with a Boulder Mall/Fort Collins Old Towne approach, and that
means events that cater to younger audiences with more disposable income, not to the motorcycle types that hang around at the
Buffalo Rose and occasionally indulge in ear-splitting displays of how high they can throttle their bikes.

10. Comments
art walks should include stops in galleries
As I was saying when I ran out of room above....places to hang out downtown in the evenings like coffee shops, downtown parks
on the main street, arcades, and places that are dog and children friendly....it would be nice to walk your dog downtown and
window shop....but it would require a few grassy areas for the dogs to “rest” in.

Nice, open-air cafes to relax in
All, if without traffic
Outdoor cafes, Art Gallery
Family events
more food choices
restaurants open until 10 pm
parks, gardens, areas of seating

More good live music would be great

An independent movie house.
Don’t be discouraged...we don’t attend any of these types of activities. We live in Golden for the small town atmosphere and
proximity to Denver (we go 2 to 4 times a month for dinner) and to the mountains where we go every weekend (usually both days)
to hike or ski. We also eat in Golden about once a week. Basically, we don’t attend “gatherings” except we usually go to the
fireworks in Lions Park. We also like the bike paths.

I’d rather see retailers open later and stay open later than be open early and close at 5 p.m. I’d love to shop in Golden more but
all the retailers close too early.
Please no live sidewalk performers! How about some non-family activities, like museum sponsored adult evening events. I don’t
know if it is already offered, but how about some adult sports leagues (softball, soccer, lacrosse)

Without an alternative plan to inviting cars, none of these suggestions appeal.
Please don’t bring in a Mercury I or Dazzle type place. I live in Golden to get away from that. I don’t want a Good. It’s a family
town. If you want to bring in more visitors or whatever, sponsor more sporting events for children. Use the Lion’s Park, Ulysses,
etc. more for tournaments and have specials at the downtown businesses that cater to them. Or have more kayaking/water
events. Use the resources that we already have and build on them.

Something for residents as well as tourists.
The farmer’s market is absolutely fantastic! I would love to see it expanded, with a couple of extra food vendors and perhaps a
couple of kids activities. But even as is, it’s wonderful, and gets us downtown every weekend when it’s open. It also cuts down on
trips to the store as we can get a lot of produce there. We enjoy the many parades through town, but there never seems to be
much to do before and after the parades. The current mix downtown doesn’t encourage us to stick around, unfortunately. There’s
never a hotdog or gyro stand around, or even a smoothie and drink stand. It’s too bad. And unless Washington St is shut down,
it’s too hard to get around with kids.

Please – no sidewalk performers.
I’d like to see the Farmers Market stay open a little longer.
Entertainment & Events: A classic, old-time Drive-In movie theater would be awesome. Or, like, any kind of (not porn) movie
theater on main street. Give it a new-old I, like the Mayan. Have small (not Sundance-style) film festivals. Or you could have
your very own “Corrido de Toros”.

We come downtown a lot. We would enjoy more music events that catered to a slightly older (but not old) demo – like 35-60. We
would enjoy farmers market more if there were organic produce. Farmers market would be better if it were downtown – maybe
block off 12th or 13th on either side of Washington.

How about Golden Historic walks. There is a lot of history in Golden and great stories! I love the Train Man in the summer and
the cars on Saturday nights. Oh and the horse carriage, cowboy not fancy.

We usually travel to mountain towns on the weekend, so a Thursday night would be best

WE WOULD LOVE IT IF OUR OLDER NEIGHBORHOOD WERE CONNECTED TO GOLDEN WITH AN OVERPASS. IF IT
WERE CONDUCIVE TO CROSS THE BIG INTERSECTION AT 19TH AND 6TH WE WOULD ALL RIDE OUR BIKES FROM
HOME, THROUGH DOWNTOWN TO CLEAR CREEK, THE LIBRARY, ETC.
This survey is the beginning of going in the right direction
When thinking of increasing the number of events downtown or along the Clear Creek corridor, it’s important to consider the
impact on surrounding residential neighborhoods. Those of us choosing to live close to town or the Clear Creek corridor
recognize that many festivals already occur and that’s part of the “package” we bought into when buying a home close by.
HOWEVER, an increased number of events puts an undue burden on residents as local streets become parking lots, make our
own access difficult, if not problematic. So, some is good, more could be troublesome – at least in and around the Clear Creek
corridor and CSM.

No more big hotels. No more high rise office/residences. Don’t make it look like “anywhere-ville” by putting in stores like
Starbucks. DON’T continue to develop just to develop. Be selective in giving incentives only to stores, shops, services that keep
the unique character of Golden. Keep with 1 percent growth–don’t change allowances that were given for senior housing to
regular housing. DON’T cave to developers who don’t care about the character of Golden. We have something precious and
unique which will attract people IF we preserve it.

I really like the idea of a downtown garden!

When planning downtown events, I don’t think that event organizers think a whole lot about the effect on the neighborhoods that
are close to downtown. The 12th St historic district is really impacted by the art festival on 11th street – you can’t leave and return
to find parking near you house.

More open patios for eating/drinking

Family events similar to those sponsored by the Children’s museum...for example, watercoloring expo, etc. Also, a trick or treat
street in the fall would be fun...as would hay rides.
Again – Golden does a good job on the Harley / Hot-rod crowd. More events focusing on the arts would be great.

Golden needs more events like buffalo bill days

It would really be great if the Farmer’s Market didn’t use the library parking lot. I know people are supposed to park on the street
but they don’t, they even doublepark in the library lot.

The buskers on Pearl St are a big draw – I watched a guy perform at 10pm a couple weeks ago, and he drew a large crowd. What
if the shops stayed open til 9pm on the weekends during the summer to see if it works?

We think Buffalo Bill Days brings in a different crowd than we envision for Golden. Imagine “Days of Golden Sun” which
celebrates our perfect sunny climate and all our potential for sustainability! We are the home of the NREL, after all, and Mines is
moving strongly in this direction. Capitalizing on these incredible resources would support our progressive and culturally enriched
community!

Other
More/improved walking trails
None of the above
Improved pedestrian safety to Safeway
A streetcar to link up to the Gold Line (whenever that’s
accomplished).
Noise ordinance for loud motorcyles
better retail hours
minimize the signage on Washington

Other (please specify)

make part of Washington Ave. a pedestrian mall

improved looking awnings and “overhangs”

no awnings or “overhangs”

fewer outdoor restaurant eating places

more outdoor restaurant eating places

eliminate smoking on sidewalks in front of bars

sidewalk signs on Washington Ave.

improved parking

more directional signage to parking

better signage to stores and shops

improved bike trails and improved bike safety

local circulator bus throughout Golden (GUS)

0%

1%

10%

30%

26%

24%
20%

20%

14%

14%

13%

14%

40%

50%

44%

45%

60%

55%

58%

70%

11. Which of the following facilities do you think would be an improvement to Downtown Golden?

80%

73%

Maybe circulator bus to Jeffco govt. center, neighborhoods, shopping center north of town, historic sites, art
sites, Buffalo Bill’s Grave, Mines, Old Golden Rd. groc. Stores

Keep the unique old time feel though. Keep building heights at a minimum so you don’t feel closed in and
claustrophobic.

The smoking has got to go...the Ace High patio is completely gross and is a turnoff to locals and tourists who
don’t frequent the place. Please make the town more bike-friendly!

Eliminate smoking in front of bars....Thanks you!

Personally, I don’t find parking to be a problem. However, a lot of people feel they need to park right next to
the store (and we wonder why American’s are so large). So, it would probably be good to have some sort of
underground parking (like Boulder, etc.). I would like to see the parking area behind Foss Drug be
underground, and the current parking area be turned into more stores/restaurants.

Harley noise abatement through ticketing violators.

Just leave Golden alone. GURA is doing this to justify its existence. It was never needed and would have
been abolished were it not for Jan Schenck changing his mind at the last minute during a City Council meeting.

At this time, the parking in Golden is pretty good. I like the awnings not only for the appearance, but they are
practical protection from inclement weather as well as sun. Signs help people from out of town find places and
things to do....but they also can be points of interest if they are informative or tell a story, like the historic signs
on the Washington Avenue bridge...or why there is a bridge named after Billy Drew....or that the “M” on the
mountain side is the largest illuminated letter in the world...or that the flowers in a given planter are of a given
variety..or that at Christmas time we have 20 zillion lights in our trees. Reading signs like that is
entertainment.

12. Comments?

Wider sidewalks, a fountain
more outdoor public seating areas
consistency is key
Well marked crosswalks.

Please don’t use GUS as a circulator reference, it failed. We can do better.

We can’t eliminate smoking in front of any business but the business fronts must remain clean from butts and
trash!!
Bring the train back.
What are “sidewalk signs”?
I’m not necessarily advocating getting rid of all traffic on Washington (although I’d be happy if you did). But
with something like 5 possible lanes going through downtown, it’s very sad that two are used for a few parking
spaces, one is a turn lane, and two are for driving. It would be fantastic to use some of that real estate for so
many positive purposes: bicycle lane along Washington, and an accompanying walkway that’s not blocked like
today’s narrow, object-strewn sidewalks. More purposes would include outdoor vendors, significantly
expanded room for outdoor cafes, and room to add kids’ play areas or a small strip park or gathering places for
groups to hang out.

Yep. A streetcar to link up to the end of the “Gold Line” FastTracks initiative. That will make downtown Golden
more accessible. Yeah, there’s buses, but a streetcar would be neater. Or a monorail. All the rest of those
suggestions are pretty underwhelming.

I find the different styles of signage disconcerting. I think that especially main street, meaning Washington,
should have signs that are alike or at least compatible. Some of the present ones really clash. Makes for a
feeling of competitiveness instead of togetherness.

Please don’t close off part of Washington Avenue – it’s hard enough to drive through downtown as it is. A lot
of cars have stopped me on my evening walks looking for directions because the signs for parking, pointing to
downtown, and for the RV park are not well lit at night. The need to improve downtown is not driven by a
lack of shops, more lack of demand for some of the things that are there. (e.g. croissant place. We miss the
wine bar) A large number of the shops seem to be tourist-oriented and/or expensive boutiques, so they don’t
tend to be as large a draw for locals as the restaurants. Most of the rest of our shopping is done at places like
Lowe’s, Best Buy, and Target – all things that aren’t really appropriate for downtown Golden. The restaurants
are a big draw because they are reasonably priced, good quality, and much easier to get into than those in
Lakewood and Arvada.

Can we make Washington a historic district to tie together the look of businesses downtown?.... like Fort
Collins?

I don’t mind the smoking. A lot of people that smoke go to he Buffalo Rose and that’s a great bar and fun on
weekends. The Ace High that’s another story.....maybe some flower baskets out front to change the look a
little.
A GUS bus is a great idea! The less traffic downtown the better for everyone and the environment.

Ace’s high bar stinks from a block away! They need better ventilation or no smoking. Also the less is more
approach to signage would be good. Washington ave is so crowded with signs, you can’t see where you are
going, or if cars are coming...Also the parking lots behind Foss drug and by Meyer hardware could use a big
facelift which would make that area one block off of Washington a nice area for a potential pedestrian area.
The display signs in front of Foss need some help.
Prefer the Pearl St. Denver approach to mixed Ped-mall w/ public shuttle, along with benches, tables, trees,
etc.
Please do not make any part of Washington St a pedestrian mall. Alternatives to get around downtown
Golden just are not sufficient to handle the traffic!
An express RTD bus from Golden to Denver. Make buildings conform with historic style when being
constructed or reconstructed.
Please do something about Harley Davidson noise. It is extremely annoying and detracts from the charm of
downtown Golden.
DO NOT MAKE PART OF WASHINGTON A PEDESTRIAL MALL. Traffic is difficult enough through town as it
is!!!!!!
ROOF TOP NON-SMOKING SEATING
Remove the out-dated sign. Let the streetscape and the retail offerings speak for themselves. It’s a major turn
off.

It could be nice to make Washington Avenue a pedestrian mall, but I’m not sure where you would direct the
traffic. There is already a lot of traffic on Ford Street.

Again, it’s all about retail hours. Also types of retail.

Trying not to be negative but it’s Golden’s differences from other metro area cities that give it its distinctiveness
and charm. Not all the buildings look alike and they shouldn’t. They stand out of their own accord and don’t
blend into one long block of blah. I don’t want to see more signage. People will discover other places while
blindly walking around and they’ll go into those other places, too, if even just to ask directions.

Other
I don’t know about those
restaurants
Washington Ave. Bridge
Panning for gold!
Kids water playland/learning arena
tubing
tubing/rafting
nature study

13. When thinking about Clear Creek, what makes this an important feature for you and for Golden?
Openness and green belt quality along
82.76%
the creek
trails for walking and biking along the
96.55%
Clear Creek
a water feature in the town to visit and
70.11%
take visitors to see
a place to sit and enjoy quiet moments
73.56%
nearness to active city parks
56.32%
business attraction to downtown
36.78%
fishing
16.09%
kayaking
33.33%
Other (please specify)
10.34%

Flashing lights at the crosswalks might encourage cars to actually give the right of way to pedestrians.
Time/money put towards preserving the historic buildings, the new buildings should not be the focus of
downtown

Clear Creek can be so many great things to the residents of Golden. It’s on the right path, but much more
can be done. Where’s the bike rental place for tourists? Where’s the hot dog and drink stands? Where’s
the creek side I that isn’t an expensive dinner place? Where’s the ability to go FROM the Creek and to
Downtown on a bike or safely with children?
The creek also helps clean and ionize our air which is good for our walking health and lifts spirits.
However, those effects are negated the more we foul the air with vehicle fumes.
Somehow need to come up with more parking by the ball fields and park.
Clear Creek is my favorite area of Golden.
Clear Creek being nearby is one of the most enticing reasons to come to Golden to shop, even if I don’t go
there while I’m in town – it makes downtown feel alive with activity.

I personally wouldn’t mind if there were a few outdoor eating establishments right at the water’s edge
(preferably south of Washington), but I do not want to see the creek turned into a commercial or private
space. If the path were commercialized, we’d definitely move out of town because that’s one of the main
reasons we’re staying here in the first place right now!
It’s a community gathering area....all along the creek. It’s wonderful.
Go big with the kayaking... I best on the Front Range
The History park should be open all the time
Ready access to near-by facilities and attractions such as the Pioneer Museum and Visitors Center.
More places for families.
Love what you’ve done with the water front!!

It’s fun to watch the kayakers, and it’s refreshing to walk past the 6th Ave bridge and be in the woods.
Concern: bikers pass without warning; people take their dogs off the leash west of 6th Ave bridge. DO
SOMETHING ABOUT THE GEESE! REVOLTING!
Keep commercial activity away from this park
The clear creek improvements with kayak park are well done.

Great waterways have made great towns over the entire course of history and throughout the world...to be
blessed with a waterway in your town and not take advantage of it as the town focus would be amazingly
short sighted.
What a super place. Just extend the walking paths along Clear Creek. It is a gem!
The creek offers a unique attraction that makes us different than other area cities – PLAY IT UP!
This is the best part of downtown, CC can be all these things as long as designed, implemented and
marketed properly

14. Comments?

12.79%
50.00%
11.63%

Other (please specify)

56.98%

67.44%

separate paths for walkers and kayakers
better trail connections with adjacent neighborhoods

build connecting trails on Colorado School of Mines
side of Creek
complete the north side trail between Washington
and Jackson (Parfet to Vanover Parks)

15. Below are some recommendations that have been made for Clear Creek. Which ones are important to you?
Extend the dirt trails father up the Clear Creek
75.58%

Clear Creek is really important to Golden’s quality of life.
Great job on the sculpture! Landscape with native plants; remove weeds. It’s worth it to invest in this
greenway. Also, invest in Tucker Gulch – remove weeds, and consider restoring greenway characteristics
in downtown (e.g., remove concrete channel and replace with naturally functioning riparian system).
Extending the trails further up the canyon would be fantastic.
Please do not “urbanize” this gem. Boulder Creek is a good example. Minimize cement and increased
commercial buildings.
Clear creek is a very important reason I live in golden, it is one of my favorite part of golden

the creek path by the RV parking gets a bit crowded though. It is really too narrow for the multi-use that it
tries to support.
Hope that development is not coming to the creek area between Washington St and the campground.
This is such a nice place to walk and sit as it is currently configured!

A good job on Clear Creek except the new condos. Too bad the condos and the Golden Hotel didn’t
integrate the creek into their facilities.
We walk along the creek everyday. The cleanliness and wide avenues are important to us.
The upgrades to Clear Creek are great. Definite in-line with how I vision the City should continue to
improve.

Do something wonderful with old CSMRI as well as make final connect to Hiway6 bike path. CC must be
accessible from all directions, hub of the community and inviting to all (except 16LTD bums). Ped and bike
connectiveness via CC and neighborhood paths makes Golden feel open and inviting while at the same
time protecting from the heavy feeling of a large metro area.
Need to do something about off-leash dogs west of 6th Ave bridge. More signs? More patrols?
When extending the dirt trail farther up Clear Creek, it would be good to cross the creek and come back
down the other side of the river.
Separate paths for walkers and Kayakers?? That’s part of the character of the area, being right there
among the kayakers!

There may be possible places along the creek for casual dining. There should be some nice places to stop
and enjoy the ambience, like seating areas, gardens, and decks to better view the stream....Landscaping
to keep it a more beautiful and green are would be great...In winter, the lights of Christmas are magical and
maybe they should be there for summer evening too....maybe colored in one season and white in another.
Keeping changes like that going makes for an interesting area and those changes would draw people to
the creek corridor to view the changes just like people travel out to see the changes of seasons.
Hey, who took all my good ideas?
Leave Clear Creek alone.

16. Comments?
I think we’d get more pedestrian traffic if the mileage were marked along the creek-side paths, so people
would know they were covering a specific distance (like counting laps around a track).

attractive landscaping all the way along the creek. Diverse resting areas
and recreation along the creek
Leave Clear Creek alone
I like the white xmas lights on the trailside trees, even in the summer.
More patio restaurants
I like it how it is.
Wider trail for multi use a congestive areas
Create a soft running path adjacent to concrete.
Second bridge near highway 6

Other
mileage markers

See previous...need to connect 6th and 19th bike trail to Clear Creek which would help eliminate bike traffic
down 19th St. Having a trail on both sides of the creek (i.e. north side between Wash. And Jackson) isn’t
necessary. Anyway, there are buildings in the way.
All of these are great ideas!
Anything to increase continuity of trails
Better, larger??, signage about Golden’s dog leash law. Also, more locales for dog poop bags. Still way
too much doggie debris around.
Develop south side of creek, where the current mines reclamation project exists.
The trail on built on the school of mines side of creek could become the kayakers trail
OK, it is hard to walk your boat and dodge people. It’s also sometimes hard to walk and dodge people
carrying boats. We also don’t have a lot of space along the trail by Lions Park to make it much bigger.

Again, I want to see Clear Creek better connect with downtown for people on foot and bicycling. Also, with
so much traffic across the new bridge, it’s difficult to create a great area in the triangle including the bridge,
Parfet Park, and the Visitor’s Center area leading down to the Creek.
Don’t close off the trails if they flood a little. What’s a little ankle deep water hurt?
Something needs to be done about the walkers and kayakers but I don’t have a solution for that.
I live Clear Creek how it is. Maybe more of the city’s entertainment at the creekside amphitheater.
Love the trails, keep up the great work!

It would be great for all concerned if a parking lot for the kayakers could be opened up on the south side of
the creek. I think the kayakers would appreciate it, and it would make it easier for the walkers, bikers, dog
walkers, baby strollers, etc.
We think it’s pretty good as it is. Really like the Christmas lights along the creek!
I love it!
Well, you could tear down whatever that brick colossus is looming over the Creek downtown. What is that,
a hotel or a hospital or something?

Making it possible to walk further west would be very nice!
It would be GREAT to connect the Clear Creek trail with other Jeffco open space areas up the canyon... its
could make an interesting attraction for hikers.

If a few nice areas around the city could be set aside for that type of development they could be built and
maintained as nice living areas and probably get good grants from HUD and other places to build and
maintain. BUT do not allow any residential on or in the Clear Creek greenway...be it affordable or
palatial...Use the creek and its environment for everyone’s benefit.
Affordable housing works best when it is dispersed throughout an area, rather than “ghetto-ized” into areas
no one wants to develop (probably because they are not attractive areas for development or housing).
I suppose supply and demand will always force prices upward. I would hate to see a segregated
“economic ghetto”.
Please redevelop Old Golden Road area! Affordable housing in this area may be considered as part of the
overall redevelopment plan.
Let the free market take care of things.
This survey is too long...please use answers I’ve taken time to give. Thank you.

The public schools have fairly high numbers on the free & reduced lunch program, so I question the
assumption that we lack affordable housing.
Scattered on the streets along Clear Creek, north of CO 58, and elsewhere scattered throughout Golden
this would avoid creating ghettos

18. Comments?

Other
Let the free market take care of itself
Not needed
south Golden

17. Affordable/Essential Housing is limited in Golden. Which of the following are the best places for affordable housing?
Throughout the city
63.16%
in outlying areas of the city
27.63%
along Clear Creek
7.89%
in Goosetown (north & west of Coors
25.00%
office Building)
in the downtown
10.53%
Other (please specify)
5.26%

I think of creating greater density housing, as well as putting housing where people can live without
needing multiple cars. The current projects downtown should be the gold standard for any new
developments in Golden. Close to everything!
Affordable housing should be mixed into ALL new developments. I think Lowry and Stapleton did this.

I lived in Golden until I got priced out of the market. I’d love to live there again. I’m glad that you included
this question. My answer for “where are the best places to put affordable housing” would be ANYWHERE
EXCEPT ON TOP OF EITHER NORTH OR SOUTH TABLE MOUNTAIN. Please!
Raising the total population in the near downtown is essential to support vitality of the area.
With good mass transit or bike trails for these people. The young families and young people have difficulty
affording Golden and they are our future. My kids can not afford to live near me.

My husband and I are both teachers in our late 20’s and have master’s degrees. As things stand right now,
we can’t buy a house in Golden on our current salaries. We love this place, it’s our home- but we can’t foot
the bill of the housing market and we don’t want to live in a crackerbox small condo or crappy HUD
housing. A nice little cute golden rec center neighborhood will do- but we can’t do 400,000! We are highly
considering moving out of the area (and the front range) because of this...Honestly if a town can’t have
housing for public servants in the community there is something WRONG (Californians? Texans?)
Show me the evidence/proof that affordable housing is limited in Golden. I’m easily convinced that housing
of all price levels are in short supply in Golden, but I’m not convinced that this is a particular problem with
housing at the bottom end of the price spectrum. I also think that this issue needs to be evaluated on a
regional basis–Golden surrounds Pleasant View on three sides yet I’d assume that affordable housing isn’t
a problem there.
We think you avoid having slums by integrating affordable housing in all areas. One of the problems
Golden has is its just too expensive for people who work here in shops, services, city offices, Safeway, etc.
to live here. We think the condos are a good part of smart growth downtown, but there needs to be a mixed
price range.
Golden is growing and ever-spreading. I would like to see some of our poorest areas improved, updated,
cleaned-up and beautified.

We need to intermingle affordable housing throughout the city and not let the town turn into a bastion for
the elite. People who work in town should be able to live there if they want to.
I have yet to find affordable housing in Golden.
We are in Fossil Trace Ct. Love being close to town, walk everywhere. No interest in living up north along
93. Big demand for townhomes like ours. Cars drive up our court all day and turn around at end. Lots of
interest

The new condos across from Foss I would have rather had shops. They tore up that parking lot and took
out all those tress. And their prices are crazy too! And now you can’t get in and out of Starbucks!
Instead of allowing builders to construct homes in the mid 600’s, have an incentive subsidized by the city
for them to build homes in the low 200’s
Is there affordable housing in Golden?
People who live in affordable housing need easy access to public transportation.
The city should support affordable housing by giving builders the same incentives as builders wanting to
build luxury homes
Golden is expensive compared to neighboring cities. It would be nice to make it attractive to everyone. It’s
tough to do close to downtown where everything is built up already.

Once affordable housing permits or senior housing permits are issued, THEY SHOULD NOT BE
RECINDED, because a developer or existing owner is having trouble selling. Affordable/senior housing
should remain as designated.
Those new condos on the creek are priced crazy! And they have taken way to long to build.

Visit Solar Village LLC (http://www.solarvillagelife.com/). Similar to what was done at Harmony Village,
Solar Village builds Residential / Commercial mini-communities on small lots -- all in a sustainable fashion.
It’s a great way to tie in housing and the new sustainable direction Golden is heading.
It should be spread out, but done well so as to be pleasing to the eye
Don’t build more along clear creek!

We don’t need housing “projects” which concentrate low income families. They should be mixed into
existing neighborhoods as much as possible. Goosetown is quite a ways from Safeway if you don’t have a
car and there is no transportation per se. Actually, Golden has a good mix of housing. There are plenty of
small 1950’s “bungalows” south of 19th by the golf course and in north Golden. If city housing is an option,
it should be a mix of small units and small apts scattered around town.

Integrating low cost housing throughout Golden is best. Lumping these together never works for obvious
reasons.
With appropriate transportation availability, maybe a golden circular bus that incorporates south golden that
would be a great place for affordable housing if it is necessary...
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Shopping emphasis should be
on visitors.

Downtown Golden should not
become a museum.
Independent shops and stores
are important.
National chains with name
recognition should be welcomed
Expensive boutique shops
should be sought out.
Lower priced shops should be
sought out.

answer options

29

8

15

32

37

30

22

23

12

17

22

20

26

28

14

21

8

12

20

14

17

49

32

17

8

7

6

8

50

34

High
Agreement

3.36

4.24

3.92

3.57

2.93

2.9

2.35

2.53

4.39

3.64

Rating
Average

84

85

83

86

84

86

86

86

84

84

Response
Count

19. Please indicate your degree of agreement to the following statements relating to Downtown Golden:

Under 1 year
2 – 5 years
6 – 10 years
More than 10 years

21. Length of time living in Golden?

Yes
No

20. Do you live in Golden?

5.95%
35.71%
16.67%
41.67%

94.19%
5.81%

Yes
22
22
22
23
Yes
0
0
1

Reasons for liking planters:
Materials Used to Construct Them?
Planters / landscaping?
Seating?
Trash receptacles?

If you don’t like the planters, for what reason?
They are obstacles when I walk down the sidewalks
They block my view when I am turning my car
They are not functional enough – I’d like an actual bench installed
They block cars from crashing into people. I’ve seen a lot of cars hit them over the years

Other reasons for liking or not liking planters?
Fresh flowers
Great idea, a little more tasteful and unique
They’re pretty
They add a warmth to the downtown area.
They add character.

Yes
30

A1. Do you like the sandstone and brick planters on Washington Ave.?

STREETSCAPE QUESTIONS
No
0

This survey was distributed at the Downtown Character Plan open houses in February. Many respondents completed the survey
while at the open house. Others mailed in or dropped off the surveys in the weeks following the open house. The survey asks
questions about the streetscape, the signage, and the retail services in Downtown Golden.

Survey #2: Open House Community Survey

0
12
4

There is too much clutter from covered walkway posts

There is too much clutter from sidewalk signs / sandwich boards

Yes

Yes
20

Too much clutter from planters and trees

If you don’t feel that there is enough room to walk on the sidewalks comfortably, for what
reason?

Additional Comments:
most places
needs to be straighter line
People smoking outside restaurants now!
Lose the posts – awnings without poles
Except at Ace Hi. They need to move posts back
Ace Tavern
Except near the Ace High.

A2. Is there enough room to walk down the sidewalks comfortably?

Trash receptacles need to be emptied more often
Aesthetics
Greening of downtown
Trees should be trimmed – out of control!
Keeps area tidy and simple.
The flowers are pretty and they add an upscale feel.
Living materials add seasonal color, shade, etc. Use native plants if possible.
The blooming flowers – although the selection could be better, as could the
placement of flowers in the planter

No
11

Other suggested extensions?
On 12th East to Ford
Along Ford from 12th to 14th
Along Jackson from 14th to 19th
Bandshell in Parfet Park
South Golden Road
I would like to see some movement south on Washington. I know it would be costly, but again the
concrete walks need to be redesigned.

If so, which areas?
Washington Ave, north across Hwy 58 and up to Hwy 93
Washington Ave, south to 19th Street
On 13th Street, east from Washington Ave. to the Coors plant (Ford St.)
On Miner’s and Prospector’s Alleys

A3. Shoud the “streetscape” found on Washington Ave. be extended to other areas of Golden
to stimulate economic development?

All of these things create some of downtown’s character, but use in moderation.
The Ace High’s outdoor seating is awful and a clear example of what we don’t
want in Golden. Keep the bar off the street! And the smoke! All the other
outside eating is very nice.

With the removal of the posts, sandwich boards and eating areas should be less problematic.

Too many posts

2

27

10
17
17
13

No

Yes

6

Outdoor restaurant eating areas

Additional Comments:

3

Sidewalks are too narrow

ctually want them done.

Other thoughts?
Is it possible to make Washington Ave. only for pedestrians like Pearl Street in Boulder?
We need plant life downtown. The best solution in my mind is to turn downtown
Washington into a pedestrian mall from 11th to 14th and place plant life in the center
Covered walkways need to be updated – historic flavor, but updated and consistent
They make walking / shopping more comfortable
Keep trees, we need all the shade we can get.
I like the unique characteristics of more organic growth.
Not obscured from pedestrians. People don’t shop from cars.
Make Washington Ave. even more pedestrian friendly.
They protect from sun, rain, or snow. I like the coverings and like them to be different.
Happy they are taking down the awning at the old Meyer’s Hardware.
I like covered walkways if all alike.

A5. Do the covered walkways obscure / shade storefront merchandise in the windows?

If yes, which businesses?
Bent Gate
All the 1111 Washington Ave. signs (Quilt Museum)
Baby Does
Chelsea’s of London

A4. Do you feel that the street trees make it more difficult to notice or find businesses and
signs downtown?

Consider alley improvements carefull and make sure merchants

No
20

7

13

2

Yes

No

Yes

8
8
11
4

Leave the covered walkways just as they are
I would like to see all covered walkways redesigned
I would like to see all covered walkways remain but with no vertical columns
I would like to see all the covered walkways in Downtown Golden removed

Other options?
Replace with modern, airy version of walkway
Let’s not use “all” for anything. Everything in moderation. Let’s allow for a certain
amount of individuality.
First and foremost, they must be well maintained. If not, don’t have them.
Cloth covered awnings would be my preference. I like the protection from the weather.
Too narrow in front of Ace High and Buffalo Rose. Wheelchairs have to wait and always icy.

Yes

A6. Regarding the covered walkways, what option would you prefer?

If walking, it works ok!
Trees will work as long as the size is maintained.
Shoppers will be out of their cars, walking near the buildings, thereby seeing into the stores – if they
are well lighted and clean.
Removal of the poorly maintained awnings will give downtown a better appearance. Awning of some
sort would be good as long as they
maintained and they need not extend so far from the building. The store name could be on the
awning facing the avenue.
Downtown Golden is a destination shopping experience – not a spur of a moment stop. Signage is
not a big problem.
For example, Brekenridge & Steamboat – nice, successful, and not over-signed.
But they provide shade in the summer and shelter in the winter!
The shade around by the awnings and tress encourage walkers who more often
become buyers than do drivers.

Along, near restaurants; by Higher Grounds; every other intersection;
14th and Washington
Coffee shops – currently using street signs at 13th St. Bakery, Higher Grounds & Starbucks
The bike racks seem to be filling in nicely as projects are finished!
Bike lockers at 10th and Washington would be great
In front of outdoor eating areas – restaurants
Bike racks need to be labeled as such.
The bike racks are ugly and people don’t know what they are for.
Vicinity of Washington Ave. bridge over Clear Creek.
By public bathrooms, by parking lots, no more on Washington Ave.!

A8. In which specific locations do you feel that new bike racks are needed?

Outdoor seating (benches)
Outdoor restaurant seating
Merchandising on the sidewalks
Street performers
Public art
Flowers
Hanging flower baskets
Other Comments

A7. Please answer whether you would like more, the same amount, or less of the following
Downtown amenities:
More
17
21
5
15
15
20
18
Art walk on
Fridays!

Same
Amount
9
6
10
4
12
6
7

Less
0
1
8
5
1
0
1

Other Comments?
I would love to see the large sign out on Hwy 6 (approaching 19th northbound) replaced – it is
outdated and faded.
Great in town. It’s the boundaries no one can figure out, especially 1-70 East/Golden & 470.
Get a classic “library” sign to point to library.
They shouldn’t be garish. However, they do blend in with the background in several locations.
We need parking directions. Where is the parking garage we paid for?

If they are not effective, why not?
I did not even see them
Text is too small to read while driving
Parked cars were screening the signs

B1. Once you are in town, are the blue “way finding” signs effective in helping you find your
way around town?

B. SIGNAGE QUESTIONS

5
2
4

Yes
18

No
6

organic food
breakfast / affordable breakfast
books
music
paper
bread
Thai food
safe, well-planned housing options for a diverse population (variety of incomes)
more parking that is free (vs. 2 hours)
evening services

C4. What goods / services would you like to purchase in Downtown Golden that you currently
cannot?

C3. Would you shop in Downtown Golden on holidays if most stores were open?

C2. Would you shop in Downtown Golden on weeknight evenings if most stores were open?

C1. Would you shop in Downtown Golden on Sundays if most stores were open?

C. RETAIL QUESTIONS

5

No
9

No
11

29

Yes
23

Yes
19

1
8
15
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

Responses

No

Yes

3

Maybe

1

Maybe

I

Maybe

ice cream/gelato store open in evenings
Nepali / Indian goods store
bagel shop
bakery – fresh breads/pie
fine wine / liquor
green grocer
movie theater
kitchen store
butcher shop
better / upscale dining
more unique / specialty stores
outdoor stores
chains found on Larimer Street or Pearl Street OK if designs are tasteful
less expensive women’s clothes
cigar bar
reasonable mixed clothing like the old Foss store at 12th and Washington
computer / office supplies store
Aveda spa
natural food restaurant
Asian/Japanses restaurant
Tea – loose and prepared
knitting/sewing shop
tailor
good family restaurants

3
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

C4. What goods / services would you like to purchase in Downtown Golden that you currently
cannot?
Jewish deli
underwear
good flower shop and fresh flowers
better quality restaurants
independent, local clothing store for 20-30 year olds
independent toy store
rock climbing gym (similar to The Spot)
corner grocery store
emergency care clinic
more diverse gifts other than Western
movie theater
Panera type shop
Wolfgang Puck Express
Tokyo Joe’s
men’s clothing
Coors logo items
art supplies store
ABC – Always Buy Colorado
wild bird feed store
Dairy Queen
funky gift stores
Shops like Pearl Street in Boulder
Kids store
Put seating outside 12th and 11th on Washington
Shoes
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2

Art
Art
Art
Art
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment

1
1
1
3
1
2
1
4
2
15
1
2
1
1
32
4
1
5
12
7
1
2
4
3
4
1
6
4

More variety in public art - not all bronze, please.
Organization and editing of bronze statues
A fountain
Art walk 1 time a month. Keep galleries open late.
Community vegetable garden
Food Co-op
19th Street needs a bike lane, recently redone and they forgot about bikers.
Please make downtown a pleasant and safe place to ride a bike. Washington St is hazardous.
Bike Jump Park for 10-14 year olds. BMX
Bike lanes/paths; Bike lanes on roads
Preserve mountain / table views from Ford, Washington, etc. for the public.
Need a "Dazzle" - Jazz music
Include "news" in the transcript and other about wildlife sightings and info in Golden. (Great Horned Owls)
Music/poet's stage
Movie Theater; cinema; 'Elvis' theatre!; Like Chez Artiste; small foreign film theater
Live music on the sidewalks on specified evenings (Like Boulder's Pearl St)
Love the concerts in the park - but must clean up after the geese
The summer art show is great!
Weekend Concerts / Bands in park; More; Are Great!
Need small size permanent band shell; possible location: Parfet Park;
Concert Hall for Jeffco Symphony
Need Art House
Stage for music and open mic. (Like Mercury Café in Denver)
Music Variety to suit 3 generations. Jazz; Blues Club; Folk Music
Use of present amphitheater on creek; need amphitheater
Concerts and events at Clear Creek History Park
Ice skating rink - indoor/outdoor & tubing hill
Art Sport place (trampolines) See: www.artsportsworld.com

Below are the results from asking this question of those attending the Open Houses for the Downtown Character Plan on February 25th
and 26th. There were over 650 suggestions made.

Survey #3: What do you want to see in Downtown Golden?

Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
3
3
2
1
3

No movies - too much traffic
Parking ramp to help with traffic.
Movies in Park!
Arcade / game store
no smoking - the original ban
North end skate park BMX
Start the concerts in the park in July!
Brew Pub to help expand closer to Washington Ave
More family evening events and night places.
Have available movable expensive electronic equipment that different sources (non-profit) can share
Have an entertainment "hub" with good musical variety and food. Like D-note in Arvada
More entertainment close off Washington (i.e. Pearl St)
Use Playhouse to show "independent/political movies"
Invest funds into entertainment groups & non-profits. Can offer lots with more $.
Recreation in town- a downtown park.
Solar panels to run street lights (or wind turbines a la Belmar)
Could the City of Golden sign a climate action plan
Reduce CO2 emissions; Improve efficiency; purchase clean energy
Wind Turbines on Lookout Mountain
Leave Clear Creek corridor green and open with no development.
Where did the recycling at the Golden Transcript go?
Have recycling drop offs in several places- splash is too remote.
More solar/renewable energy concentration.
Curbside recycling? - Recycling/ compost pick-up at home?
Have EDS advertise Curbside Recycling
Move Green! The area around the creek is great but we need green in the other areas of town.
Enhance landscape on Washington Ave entrances including bridge
The dirt trail along Clear Creek should be extended.
The dirt trail along Clear Creek floods easily. Possible added drainage w/o paving?
Golden WANTS to see solar power.
When street scape changed - plan for better trash can areas. Should empty easier.
Where is the wind power?

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2

38
27
8
1
1
1
1
7
6
1
3
7
15
4
1
11
1
5

Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Food

Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food

Goose Waste: Reduce the # of geese and have a method to clean up.
Build Golden GREEN - Renewable energy now.
Clean up parks: More trash cans; empty more often; cull the geese; clean goose waste
Clean up trash on street. Need more gutters clean and sidewalk sweeping
Renewable energy now!
More collaboration with NREL
More trash barrels along trails and all citizens pick up trash and put in barrel
Clean up Clear Creek Corridor - North Side between Wash. Bridge & Ford Bridge
Wall between Wash. Av Bridge and Ford Bridge is ugly. Have Perry's fix/plant or redo that wall.
LED powered street lights. Would save $ enormous.
Please pick up trash; more trash barrels. Tucker Gulch.
Replace all bulbs with fluorescent
Thai Restaurant
Breakfast Café/Diner, reasonably priced, w/healthy options; diner/café style non-chain; open Sundays; Family style by
river
More ethnic food - Japanese, Thai, Indian, Vietnamese, Less Mexican. - Classic
Ice Cream Shop open til 10pm on summer nights. Can serve as a community gathering place!
Modestly priced breakfast and Lunch
Jumba Juice or Inta Juice
No chain restaurants. Check Ask Rush in Boulder (they have great smoothies!)
Locally Owned, Independent businesses
Downtown café w/ sidewalk seating
Keep Golden Natural Foods
European Style shops like Café Touché; Chocolate/Bread/Fruit/ Organic Shops.
Good and fun restaurants as in Highlands. Better Restaurants
Natural food alternative café - no burgers/pizza/Mexican; 'Harvest Bakery'
Suggested Restaurants: Burrito Shop;Shorty Lu's; Dozen's (downtown); Ali Baba; Milro; Qdoba; DQ;Ted's Montana Grill
Good B.B.Q.: like Rib City
Upscale dining; Tasteful but successful chains.
Suggested Restaurants: Noodles; Chipolte;Mercury Café; Dot's Diner; Einstein Bros.;Village Roaster; El fornio
Smoothie Store- not chain
Coffee and Tea House; Bagel Shop: Home made bread, bagels and pastries, locally owned.

No more chains like Starbucks or Quiznos.
Affordable apartments and condos. Please let's not price the School of Mines students out of Golden
Organic growth
If we wanted to live in Stapleton, we would. Please keep Golden's growth Organic
No more dense housing
More essential (affordable) housing.
Affordable Housing- People who grew up in Golden shouldn't have to leave 'till they make a million.
Less Brick
Have the banks redo the architecture to that they fit in with Downtown.
No Traffic!
Plan for built in areas for blocking streets off - removable barriers.
Close main streets; 13th -11th
Old Towne Arvada is doing a good job.
No smoking - the original ban
Play off active/historic aspects of Golden
Watercourse
Signage laws: keep Golden looking nice, not like a strip mall. No A-frame signs; no Billboards; no giant corporate
signage.
Economic development at a priority, forget sustainability.
Continue to link downtown with neighborhoods - to encourage shopping
Keep free parking!!
Better paved streets
Dog Park - within walking distance of downtown - poss. South of Clear Creek or SW corner of Hwy 6 and Hwy 58
More urban / community gardens. Beautify. Call Steve Lengenfelter
Designate city lot west of History Park as historic / cultural use for future exhibits, bldg for public use of facilities
Fix sidewalk on 8th St; Complete from Clear Creek trail to Bike Trail S; fix sidewall on N side by Canyon Pt
Smoking area in front of ACE High forces ped. Awkwardly toward street; ugly and inconvenient

1
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
5

1
1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1
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Food
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Other
Other
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian

Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian

Fix pedestrian path down the Dry Welch Ditch
Arapaho between 13th & 11th is ugly and unsafe for 3000 school kids that visit & walk between Astor Hs and History
Park
More access points for bike/ped paths.
Like the existing flower beds! Keep!
Smoking area in front of ACE High is an obstruction.
Lower the speed limit.
Need mileage markers along the Clear Creek trails to encourage walkers.
Connect Mines Park and Beverly Heights w/ safe crossing over Hwy 6
Need a 'green' bus that would run down Washington from Iowa to Colfax
Beautify and encourage people to come down side streets to Clear Creek Corridor
We love the trails! Keep up the good work!
Clear Creek Trail: Clear snow on underpasses and Maintain sump pumps
Need water fountains for people and dogs.
Fewer Statues. More live people.
A golden circulator bus similar to the HOP in Boulder
Double sidewalk on 13th St. More patio seating.
More waste signs for pets. Have more citizens patrol creek area. Give out warnings for police

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Path to 6th AV on both sides of creek- fix

1

Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Pedestrian
Amenities
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
More parks and Trails along Clear Creek. - Southside of Clear Creek
Extend the Clear Creek trails further west on the south side and between Parfet & Vanover Parks.
Trail both sides creek needs attention.
Pedestrian Bridge from 19th to 6th Av over 6th Av
Need sidewalks and a light at 8th Av & Washington Av
Fix Sidewalks. No more curbing extensions or silly doo-dads.
Maintenance of the Kayak Park - Dredging, rebuilding failed drops.
Bike lanes on 19th
Enforce Pedestrian Cross Walks.
Close Washington to n/s traffic from 11th to 14th. Make Pedestrian w/cross shuttle.
Fix what we have first; Better pedestrian walkway form 14th to 19th
Fix 14th & Ford so Pedestrians can pass.
Need a local circulator
Re-align Clear Creek - too narrow near Ford to allow trail on North side; Get further from "wall" on south side.
Foss looked better in 1990
Cool, Fun, Unique Shops like Pear Street Boulder or 32nd Highlands, without in attitude
Respect property rights i.e.: let owners choose awnings rather than enforced uniformity.
Broader types of businesses and restaurants (too many/much bikes, beer and baubles)
Golden residents who shop the shops in Town
Keep building height on Washington St. Two or Three stories (3rd story set back further) Don't become Lodi
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Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
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Require historic "period" architecture to maintain and enhance Golden's character esp. along Washington and 11-13th
St
Restaurants other than pizza and bars
Small movie house or show them at the current playhouse.
Unique retail ideas & store fronts (like the Highlands or Bozeman,MO)
More unique shops. More options so it will be a destination. Like Cherry creek without the attitude!
A little modern architecture.
Is it possible to make rent affordable for non-chain restaurants?
Have more reasonable rental rates. Too many empty bldgs.
Possible Modern awnings, not cloth. Perhaps glass and metal.
Quit putting up LoDo type fake historic bldgs. Keep the real historic bldgs
Browns Shoe Fit stores are often located in towns approx. the size of Golden
Larimer St: Preserve the history but bring/attract boutique specialty stores.
Develop the corner of 19th and 6th Ave - with small coffee shop, deli, gifts
Lots of downtown shops are "precious" Nice products, but better for gifts. Seems like on big gift shop.
More functional / practical businesses: an inexpensive drycleaner, a tailor like Carleens, shoe store.
New bldgs should blend in with the historic character of the existing bldgs.
Absolutely no more strip malls.
Old Arvada excellent/diverse retailers: Penzy's, Charlies, Fly Box, book store, meat butcher, kids clothing, wine bar
Think more upscale stores with something unique to draw folks.
Think tasteful but successful chains (Noodles) Include fine dining
Upscale pet store
Outdoor specialty stores - like Pearl St in Boulder.
Book Store; Like Bookends in Boulder; With Coffee
Keep hardware store!
Dance Lessons
Another Educational toy store & Kids clothing
Tea- Loose bulk by the cup
We Miss Hatch's small book store
Computer Items and Office Supplies Store
CD Music Store; CD/DVD/used book exchange
Shoes/ Footwear Store

Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail?
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Transportation
Transportation
Transportation
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4
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Butcher Shop
Practical Clothing Store; Mens Clothing: Outdoor Sport Apparel; Women's in Tall sizes!; Western Wear; Indian Clothes
Co-op Groceries
Bead Shop; Crafts; Yarn and hobby
Natural Food Stores Suggested: Vitamin Cottage; Golden Natural Market; Sunflower Market; Green Grocer?
No more Car or Bike Stores
Antique Stores
No Shirt Shops; No Craft shops; No Knick-Knack Shops
Solar/PV businesses- promote energy reduction.
Keep Bent Gate!
Suggested Shops: PB's Head Shop
Card shop
Wine Shop
No more real estate store fronts
Gifts Store
Need more Artisan shops
REI -Boo! Needs more weekend movies.
No more art stores.
Garden Shop
Keep Shops open past 6pm on Fri and Sat. (dawn to dusk)
Have a pedestrian shopping mall between 13th to 11th on Washington AV
Noodles (call it Goodles) No chains.
Many people shopping, eating, walking, having a good time!
Continue regular public celebrations - art fair, farmers market, etc.
Historic park is so inviting, unique and informative. Keep I running all summer and fall
Bring Arts Festival Downtown - close two blocks - middle of Washington Ave
Bike "Stop" with food, commendations for cyclists.
Customer upset. No signs in Golden boundaries. Got lost getting to Golden.
Make sure it is easy to find parking. Ok now but don't lose it.
Light Rail Station w/in walking distance of downtown.
GUS Bus
Can we try GUS again? Local Transportation.

1

2
4
3
1

652

Transportation

Transportation
Transportation
Transportation
Transportation

Total Comment
Input:

Revive the GUS bus and make it electric in keeping with the sustainability initiative
Bring Business to Golden with Inter-Modal Transportation - More buses; light rail; help poor get to work; more
sustainability
Lets connect to light rail with local bus. CSM students say they will help pay for it!
Light rail downtown for School of Mines.
Need Public Transit!

Positive Responses: 56%

Positive Responses: 68%

Positive Responses: 62.5%

Below are the three photos that received the highest percentage of positive responses on the online awning survey. Positive responses
were either “A Great Fit for Golden” or “Perhaps Appropriate for Golden.”

In February and March 2007, the Downtown Character Committee conducted an online survey of awning styles. Survey respondents
were asked which of the following best described the awning in a photo: 1) A great fit for Golden; 2) Perhaps appropriate for Golden; 3)
Neutral or unsure; 4) Not a great fit for Golden; or 5) Inappropriate for Golden.

Survey #4: Awning Survey

Appendix F

CCRA report

Thank you,

for welcoming the Community Revitalization Partnership Team so
graciously to Golden!
The Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) and Colorado Community Revitalization
Association (CCRA) have teamed up to provide one to two day downtown revitalization
assistance visits to non-Main Street communities under 20,000 population. The CRP goal
is to enable towns to “break through” a troublesome issue or question thereby moving
forward with their downtown revitalization.
The CRP team’s mission in Golden was to focus its recommendations, design suggestions,
and supporting material on the current business mix in downtown Golden regarding
retention of current business and recruitment of desired retail mix, short and long term land
uses in downtown and along the Clear Creek Corridor and advice on the development of
design guidelines along the Clear Creek Corridor.
The result of the CRP Team visit, a written report of findings, will be utilized by city and
the Golden Urban Renewal Authority (GURA) staff as one of several tools in developing a
preliminary downtown development plan that will be taken to the public for comment in a
series of meetings beginning in February 2007. As a result, the findings and presentation of
findings will be delivered to the Downtown Task Force which is made up of members
from several local governing agencies and boards and City and GURA staff.
Immediate issues that were addressed concerned infill development in the downtown area;
potential development along the Clear Creek Corridor; the desire to make the downtown an
active neighborhood with primarily local retailers over large national chains; an
importance of retaining the character of Golden and ways to attract new retailers.

DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
The Value of Downtown Revitalization – Why Do It? Your downtown is the living room
and heart and soul of Golden. It illustrates the pride of the community. Downtown
represents millions of dollars of infrastructure and private investment. Attracting new
retailers, visitors and residents to Downtown Golden will create a sense of momentum to
carry Golden into the future by:
Attracting new investment
Attracting more consumers
Increasing the unique identity of Golden
Demonstrating local government’s commitment to the future of downtown.
Integrating Downtown Golden with the neighboring historic districts.
New Approaches to Invigorate Downtowns
The following are generic recommendations for the redevelopment of downtowns from
Progressive Urban Management Associates (PUMA), a CCRA member organization.
Make Downtown Relevant to the Locals:
If the locals enjoy downtown the visitors will follow.
Understand the Market:
Identify a niche strategy that differentiates you from nearby communities.
Create a Vision that Makes Downtown Fun and Livable:
Create multi-dimensional downtowns no matter how small that provide places to
shop, play, live and work.
Identify Development Districts and Opportunity Sites:
If appropriate due to size special character districts allow for guided investment and
leveraged results that accommodate more specific uses.
Form a Sustainable Public/Private Partnership to Champion Downtown:
It takes both private and public support to have long term stable success. The best
way is to establish some form of organized corporation, agency or authority.
Employ a Property Management Approach to Manage Downtown:
Downtown needs to function as one large real estate asset. With individual property
owners this requires collaboration and cooperation to succeed and compete against
shopping malls and big box retail operations.

PREFACE
On December 12 – 13, 2006 the Colorado Community Revitalization Association (CCRA)
in partnership with the Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) conducted a Community
Revitalization Partnership Assessment of downtown Golden. CCRA coordinated the
assessment trip at the request of the Golden Urban Renewal Authority. A four person team
consisting of: Cindy Christensen, Christensen Consulting; Jennifer Hall, URS Corp. and
Matt Shawaker and Sean Timmons both of Design Workshop. Team Members were
assisted by CCRA Executive Director, Vincent Martinez. Over the two days the team met
with 11 different focus groups which are named later in this report.
Golden faces a unique set of challenges and opportunities in the redevelopment of its
downtown. However, because of the strong amount of community support team members
noted during their visit, as long as efforts are coordinated Golden can be successful in its
efforts. Team members noted three common values that were touched upon in each of the
focus group meetings. The common values are:
Value Unique & Historic Fabric
Value Love of Outdoors
Value the Sense of Community
Secondly, the team noted a set of common themes that were raised in each of the focus
groups as well. These themes served as a basis for the recommendations and priorities
made in this report. Those themes are:
Connections
Transit and Parking
Character Preservation
Tenant Mix
Signage
Walkability
Overall the team was extremely impressed by the level of community commitment and
involvement in Golden. Some of the suggestions and recommendations made by the
outside consultants may not be possible for some reason, whether political, financial or
feasibility. However, the intent of this report is to provide a guide map that can be flexible
in implementation and still allow for success because of its comprehensive nature.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Golden is located 20 miles to the West of Downtown Denver in the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains. Easily accessible from State Highway 58 and US Highway 6 off I-70 and from
C-470 for those in the western suburb communities of Denver, Golden enjoys a high level
of visitor traffic. The intricate Front Range Trail travels through Golden and connects to
Downtown Denver.
Downtown Golden also sits within five miles of the Colorado Mills outlet mall which
houses many national retailers, restaurants and a movie theater. Because of its
entertainment and dining opportunities Colorado Mills draws many visitors from Golden
who do not have similar entertainment opportunities in downtown.
Golden is well known for its outdoor recreational opportunities and attracts visitors in high
numbers during the summer months. Tours of the Coors Brewery attracts about 250,000
visitors a year, just a few blocks from Washington Avenue, Golden’s main street. The
challenge for Golden has been in attracting these visitors as well as locals to take
advantage of its downtown.
Downtown Golden is fairly intact with several potential building sites for infill
development. Existing building fabric in downtown dates back to the late 1800s and tends
to be two-story on average. Several new structures have been completed in the downtown
area in the last two to three years and several more are under construction or set to begin
construction soon. Design guidelines are in place for downtown itself, but are limited in
strength.
Currently the city houses offices and public uses along the north bank of Clear Creek and
plans are underway for a new Fire Station at the current site. There is some concern that
should the city ever move from the current location private development could overtake
that property and cut off the community from Clear Creek itself and the amenities
associated with the creek.
Downtown has seen the opening of two national chain stores, Starbucks Coffee and
Quizno’s Subs. While focus group participants welcomed the variety those businesses
provided there is a prevailing attitude that shops in downtown Golden need to stay locally
owned. Land values however continue to rise creating rent levels that are difficult for many
small, locally owned businesses to afford. Yet traffic numbers are often below what larger
retailers require.

GOLDEN CRP ASSESSMENT TEAM VISIT AGENDA
DAY 1: December 12, 2006
8:45 AM – Team gathers at GURA office
9:00 AM – Orientation meeting with GURA/City Staff
9:30 AM – Tour of Downtown
10:30 – 11:15 AM – Focus Group 1 – Parks & Rec Advisory Board
11:30 – 12:15 PM – Focus Group 2 – GURA
12:30 – 1:45 – Focus Group 3 – Students from Colorado School of Mines and Golden
High School
2:00 – 2:45 PM - Focus Group 4 - Tourism and Cultural Alliance
3:00 – 3:45 PM - Focus Group 5 – Historic Preservation Board
4:00 – 4:45 PM - Focus Group 6 – City Management Team
5:00 – 5:45 PM - Focus Group 7 – Planning Commission and City Council
6:00 to 6:45 - PM Focus Group 8 - Downtown property owners
Evening – Team gathers privately to discuss findings.
Day 2: December 13, 2006
7:30-8:15 AM – Focus Group 9 – Merchants
8:30 – 9:15 AM – Focus Group 10 – Chamber
9:30 – 10:30 AM – Focus Group 11 – Major Downtown Employers (Coors, CSM, Wells
Fargo, Pentax, New Global Telecom invited)
Noon – 5:00 – Team gathers to discuss findings and prepare presentation
7:00 – 9:00 PM – Presentation to Downtown Task Force

GLOBAL RECOMMENDATIONS
In several cases certain recommendations fit into many different categories rather than
under one specific subject. The team attempted to categorize these recommendations and
further explain in more detail. Below is a list of these recommendations or “global
recommendations.”
Communication and Collaboration:
Ed/Com and GURA Responsibilities - In some cases it seems that there is a slight
disconnect between the Golden Economic Development Commission (Ed/Com)
and GURA. At times efforts are being duplicated or completely abandoned as the
two groups identify which is the better suited to handle the responsibility. As a
URA Golden should be more involved with fostering development projects in
downtown while Ed/Com should work to market the business environment and
develop recruitment and retention programs and incentives.
Merchants and Cultural Institutions – More cross promotional opportunities are
needed among these two groups. Many of the cultural groups noted that their
performances, openings, events etc. take place at night when many of the
downtown businesses have already closed for the day. Extended hours by
downtown merchants would allow patrons to visit the retailers prior to or after a
performance. Once a month events such as First Fridays, Third Thursdays, Second
Saturdays, etc. should be investigated. This type of low maintenance event, where
businesses and cultural groups offer extended hours to the public and cooperatively
market the event, often build a cooperative partnership and can benefit both groups
by exposing their product to a new audience.
Cultural Tourism – A professional package highlighting the abundant cultural and
historical amenities of Golden needs to be developed to promote Golden on a
regional level.
Include Residents in Planning – As more and more new residents come to
downtown be sure to include them in the planning process. Their vested interest
will be the best way to promote much of what is going on in Downtown Golden
over time.
Better Communication with Colorado School of Mines (CSM):
There is a strong positive in the fact that communication between the City and CSM has
never been stronger. Golden needs to utilize CSM as a strong economic development tool
as a draw to the community. CSM is interested in raising awareness of their institution
such as hosting conferences and speakers. With that comes the need for facilities that both
sides can provide such as hotels and convention / performance facilities. CSM can have
more roles than just a learning institution such as a housing provider, an employer and a
cultural resource and should be thought of as by the City.
Development in Master Plan – CSM does have a campus master plan. Be sure to
continue collaboration to get the clearest understanding possible. Involve the Civic
Foundation in the expansion efforts of CSM that benefit the overall community

Structured Parking – As CSM grows it will have to consider structured parking
over surface lots. The City and CSM will also need to come to an agreement to
allow for downtown event overflow parking.
Land Along Clear Creek – A portion of this land is owned by CSM and
environmental clean up is nearing completion. The City and CSM need to work
together so that any use by CSM of this land compliments the larger goal of
protecting the Clear Creek Corridor for public use.
Research Program – CSM is expanding its research programs. Downtown Golden
is a prime location for business incubators that will eventually feed off the
increased research programs.
Merchant / Student Communication – Students noted that most of the information
they get about what is going on in town is through the on campus newspaper.
Events, calls for volunteers and other items of interest should be advertised in and
press releases sent to the campus newspaper. The same information should also be
sent to the Golden High School publications as well.
Transit and Parking:
In several of the focus groups a need for public transportation was mentioned. Many said
they would ride shuttles in and out of downtown. Students expressed a need for solutions
to help alleviate some of the parking and traffic problems on and around CSM campus.
Because shuttle programs can be costly the team suggests that a group be formed to
research needs and options. This group should include not only general citizens but major
employers, CSM representatives and other city officials. The team understands that a
service did exist at one time but failed. The service was provided by the Regional
Transportation District (RTD). Because RTD faces many competing demands as it seeks
to maximize efficiencies region-wide, the team recommends that any new communitybased service needs to be independent of RTD. Study of the existing circulator service in
Englewood may provide some insight.
Signage:
Wayfinding - Wayfinding includes parking, museums, Clear Creek and parks. Be
more specific with these signs and allow for individual site names. Good examples
exist in Denver as visitors drive into downtown.
Better Gateway Signage – There are several gateways into downtown that should
be better celebrated. More attention to these gateways lets visitors know they have
truly arrived in a special place.
Right of Way Treatment – look at how the street is treated from curb to curb and
identify what works best from street to street. Combinations of wide sidewalks,
parking and smaller streets all invite a better walkability experience.
Priority Pedestrian Routes – Prioritize routes that are best used for pedestrians
such as Jackson Street and 13th Street.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
The following section lists each of the individual recommendations made by the team.
Each of the items below is examined in more detail in the sections that follow. Global
Recommendations have been excluded from this section.
Whether or not GURA’s district boundaries expand, sub-districts within the
boundaries need to be developed to assist in planning.
The current sentiment that buildings along Washington Avenue should stay at or
below two stories creates an economical dilemma. Investigate gap financing
mechanisms that both GURA and the City can offer to encourage redevelopment
along Washington Avenue with height restrictions.
Place multi-story buildings on streets Parallel to Washington to the East.
Investigate live / work spaces, research and art incubators along Washington
Avenue as they tend to require less space than retail.
Move City Hall to the current City Shops site. Keep the Library, Visitor’s Center,
and museum in current locations.
New use of current City Hall site should incorporate public uses.
Develop innovative parking solutions that do not infringe upon current and
potential green space along Clear Creek.
Develop District Specific guidelines in the new districts recommended by the team
specific to each district’s character.
Develop new Work Force Housing in the Jackson Street District.
Reevaluate 1% Growth Rule. Identify new ways to proactively manage and target
future residential growth.
The City, CSM and the Civic Foundation should consider a cooperative effort to
build a new event oriented facility.
Formalize a merchants association utilizing Board of Directors leadership and
formalized work plans.
Develop a professional looking, brief business recruitment package with vital
statistics and business owner testimonials.
Target regional chains and Denver metro area retailers and entrepreneurs.
City and GURA develop cooperative incentive programs that facilitate the
recruitment of desired retailers and operators.
Recruit more casual dining type restaurants.
Research with local chapters of national and international organizations for
commercial brokers to identify potential retailers.
Apply for Colorado Main Street Program Designation
Focus GURA efforts on facilitation of district revitalization.
House the local Main Street Program in the GURA offices with new staff person to
coordinate program efforts.
Fund Main Street program through GURA and Ed/Comm available funds.
Allow local Main Street Program to coordinate all marketing efforts for downtown
Golden.
Independently brand Downtown Golden.

Investigate possible participation in regional downtown promotional effort.
Allow Chamber to widen it focus on business development and recruitment from
downtown to Golden community wide.
Involve the community in a long term, open, public process to develop thorough
and enforceable design guidelines for the Clear Creek Corridor.
Private development along the corridor can be incorporated with design guidelines
that encourage access to Clear Creek and respects current and potential green
space.
Think of development along Clear Creek in terms of zones that calls for certain
uses in particular areas.
Investigate the small performance stage across the creek from the Golden Hotel as
a potential location for band shell.
Consider incorporating public use in any new development that happens at the
current City Hall site.
SHORT AND LONG TERM LAND USES
The team was asked to evaluate issues that have risen in regards to short and long term
land use. Items such as height requirements, growth quotas, private vs. public use, etc. all
played a part in the findings and recommendations in this section. The issues are broken
into smaller categories to highlight the best solutions.
Long Term:
Redistricting – The entire GURA district is rather large. There is also the desire to
increase the boundaries in the near future. Sub-districts within the boundaries will
make it easier to plan. Reference the illustrated maps (fig. 1) for suggested
subdivisions the team devised based on geography and character. Planning on a
smaller scale such as this will keep a focused vision as the process continues.
Height Dilemma – There is a height dilemma on Washington Avenue. It seems that
most prefer buildings exceed two-stories in height. However, with rising land
values and building costs, that height may be difficult to maintain economically as
redevelopment projects are proposed, and existing spaces are re-leased. Community
members should Investigate live/work spaces, research and art incubators along
Washington Avenue and the types of incentives both GURA and the City may have
to offer in order to make such projects feasible. Also, be open to the idea of placing
multi-story buildings on the streets that parallel Washington to the east. Because of
the downhill slope, projects can be built much higher than two-stories and still not
obstruct sight lines of the natural environment on the streets to the east. Figure 2
shows an estimation of building height and sight lines from Washington Avenue.
City Offices – The team looked at several options to move the city offices to open
up Clear Creek. The team understands the concern of the community that this may
open the banks for private development and cut off the community from the creek.
However, in their current state, the city offices disconnect the adjacent
neighborhood from Clear Creek and do not allow for easy access to the creek.

There are several options that could involve public/private spaces, all private
development or all park space. The team highly supports moving some of the
buildings but leaving the visitor’s center, the library and museum and making the
new available space available to outdoor-related activities such as bike rental shop,
fly fishing supplier, kayaking supplier, etc.
City offices should be moved to the location where the current City Shops sit. It is
possible that a new City Hall could be financed from the sale of the property along
Clear Creek. Should the sale go to a private developer the city needs to be vigilant
in the requirements it places on the developer. Guidelines should regulate height,
call for access points that are inviting, easy to use and easy to locate. Innovative
parking solutions will need to be context sensitive and not disturb existing or
potential green space. Buildings should not be allowed directly on the banks of the
Creek but rather set back so that the public can enjoy the existing trail system and
easily access the trail and creek.
Short Term:
Develop District Specific Guidelines – As noted earlier planning for revitalization
in a large district such as is being proposed for GURA is best done in smaller subdistricts. Allow for each of these sub-districts to have guidelines specific to their
character. Obviously, some guidelines may be universal for all districts, but the
city needs to allow for flexibility and transitions from a residential feel to a
commercial feel and other transitions.
Housing:
Work Force Housing – Little to none currently exists and new housing prices are
on the high end. The result could push out many of the residents that make Golden
unique. Currently many of those who have jobs on the lower end of the pay scale
commute into Golden. New work force housing could be developed in the
proposed Jackson Street District which increases Golden’s tax base as well as
potential customer base.
1% Growth Rule – The team understands Golden’s desire to keep its identity and
uniqueness in the face of an ever growing Denver Metropolitan Area. However,
the 1% growth rule is a challenge to any significant increase in downtown
housing. The current rule could cause a developer to delay a housing project in
order to build up the necessary credits to allow for a feasible housing project.
There is a desire by the City to make downtown into a viable neighborhood and
housing is needed for a base to foster the development of a neighborhood and also
attract retail.
New Hotel / Conference Center:
Currently there are only 125 hotel rooms in downtown Golden. The team
understands the Golden Hotel is expanding. More rooms are needed in order to host
even mid-sized conventions and events. Potentially the new Jackson Street District
could house a new hotel and conference center. Another option is to locate a
conference center along Clear Creek where the City offices currently sit. Again, a

center at this location would require vigilance in assuring that public access to the
creek is made available and enhanced. Public recreational uses could also be
incorporated into the conference center use as well.

View of the San
Antonio
Convention Center
incorporating
access to and from
as well as views of
the San Antonio
River Walk, a
popular tourist
attraction.

Event Oriented Facility:
The Jefferson County Symphony currently holds its performances at the Green
Center on the CSM campus. The symphony will need an updated home. Should
they have to leave this would be a tremendous loss to the Golden cultural scene.
Added with the desire of CSM to hold more conferences and special events in the
long term, the City should consider partnering with CSM and the Civic Foundation
to build a new event oriented facility.

BUSINESS RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
Another issue the CRP team was asked to investigate was Downtown Golden’s current
business mix and how to keep existing businesses and recruit new businesses that will help
draw shoppers into downtown. The following recommendations offer ways to strengthen
current merchant efforts and ways to better market downtown Golden as a viable
commercial district to potential retailers and entrepreneurs.
Merchants Association:
Currently the merchants meet monthly as a small committee of the Chamber of
Commerce. This group needs to be more formalized utilizing a non profit structure
with board leadership and formal work plans. The Association can continue to be
housed under the Chamber but the lack of leadership within the group often leads
to unmet goals and more confusion among the merchants themselves.
Retail Marketing and Information Package:
Potential retailers are looking for specific information that is currently not
available. Ed/Com should work with GURA to compile statistics such as: a retail

space inventory, i.e. available space in downtown, price per square foot, location;
pedestrian counts at multiple locations in downtown; traffic counts at various times
of the year and demographic information in one, two, five and ten mile radii.
Ed/Com then needs to package the numbers in an easy to use, professional looking
package. Statistics should be kept to one page and the package should also include
testimonials of current businesses.
Downtown Golden will have great difficulty in attracting major national retailers
because of space limitations and low traffic counts. However, Golden can package
itself in an attractive way to many established locally owned retailers in the Denver
Metro area who might be interested in expanding or trying a new concept. Both the
City and GURA will have to look at potential loans, grants or financing packages
that will attract new retailers to Golden. Incentives do not have to be open to all,
but can be based on criteria that attract a more desired business over another.
Entrepreneurs understand the risk in starting a new business and as such can be
attracted to a location that offers incentives over those that do not.
Casual dining opportunities such as a Chipotle Grill, Illegal Pete’s or Spicy Pickle
were mentioned as desirable by several focus groups. More dining options will
likely draw downtown workers from their offices into downtown. The Quizno’s
was a welcome addition but it is currently the only option for a quick, relatively
healthy option in downtown. CSM and Golden High School students both
mentioned a willingness to come downtown for a quick healthy lunch or smoothie
if those options existed in downtown.
Potential sources for regional retailer information may be found through the Rocky
Mountain Shopping Centers Association, the International Council of Shopping
Centers and similar local organizational chapters for commercial real estate
brokers.
Apply for Colorado Main Street Program Designation:
CCRA houses the state Main Street Program. The Main Street Approach to
downtown revitalization is a proven method developed by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation. More information on the program itself can be found at the
CCRA web site (www.ccraonline.org). Many aspects of the program can benefit
Golden. Most important, the Main Street Program is meant to bring several
segments of the community together in order to accomplish the Main Street
organization’s goals.
Local Main Street programs are grass roots organizations driven primarily by
volunteers. Standing committees in the areas of Design, Organization, Promotions
and Economic Restructuring are comprised of volunteers from several segments of
the community including bankers, economic development professional, architects,
design professionals, and many others. Often this volunteer pool is made up of
individuals from partnering groups and as such, newly-opened lines of
communication allow like minded groups to be aware of current projects groups are

involved in and of potential partnerships organization can for that will benefit all
sides.
Secondly, the establishment of a Main Street Program will allow GURA staff to
again focus on facilitating development within its boundaries. Currently GURA
takes on many roles that make it similar in nature to a Business Improvement
District or Main Street Program. The establishment of a Main Street Program
would allow merchants and community volunteers to take ownership of the
revitalization of downtown. Projects such as the development of a new retailer
recruitment package for downtown can be undertaken by the Main Street
organization allowing Ed/Com to concentrate on larger industry in Golden as a
whole.
The team believes that a Main Street program will work best if housed and
supported in part financially by GURA. Supplemental funding for the program
could come from a portion or all of the funding that Ed/Com uses specifically for
downtown programs. Also, the Main Street Program needs to be managed by a new
staff position created at GURA, if housed there, separate from current GURA staff
so as not to over strain current staff.
Golden representatives can find out more about the Main Street Program and how it
works in communities across the state and nation at the upcoming CCRA Main
Street Training Institute, April 18 – 20, 2007 in Boulder.
Brand Downtown Golden:
Downtown Golden needs to have its own identity. The current “2 Hour Vacation”
promotion is good for all of Golden but Downtown should be promoted on its own
as a unique experience. Then a downtown specific group must be allowed to
promote and market that brand independently.
The team also suggests that GURA or Ed/Comm investigate a recent partnership
developed by representatives from Arvada, Littleton, So. Pearl Street and others.
The partnership is an effort to brand and market the unique experience that each of
these business districts offer. More information on the marketing effort can be
obtained by contacting Jason Dennison, Director of the local Main Street program
in Arvada, Historic Old Town Arvada.
It has been noted that GURA currently operates similar to a BID and this is not the
best use of their resources. Establishment of a Main Street or other similar
downtown development group with small attainable success stories over the first
three to five years may help legitimize the need for a separate BID or DDA to help
market the central business district specifically and give the group a long term
financing mechanism.

Chamber Promotes Golden:
With the establishment of either a Main Street Program or some sort of
organization that coordinates all downtown revitalization efforts and business
recruitment and retention programs, the Chamber of Commerce will have the
freedom to promote Golden overall as a viable place to do business. Golden’s
future prosperity is tied to the success of its downtown and vice versa. As such, as a
single downtown development organization becomes established and strengthens
over time it should be looked at as the promoter of downtown.

CLEAR CREEK CORRIDOR
Lastly, the CRP assessment team was asked to investigate appropriate future land uses
along the Clear Creek Corridor and develop potential design guidelines. Based on the fact
that the team was only in Golden for a total of two days, it would not be in the best interest
of the community for the team to lay out specific guidelines in this report. However, the
team did develop a certain philosophy regarding the corridor and suggestions on how to
view the corridor when considering future development along the corridor.
First and foremost, the team developed a philosophy that Clear Creek belongs to the public
and is a valuable open space amenity. Primarily, this means that private development can
occur along the corridor, however, requirements must be developed that allow for public
access to the recreational opportunities and green space. Clear Creek is the most active
area in the downtown core and possibly the biggest draw to downtown at this time. As
such, no future development, whether private or public, should deter that activity but rather
enhance it. Moving current City buildings from their location would assist that effort.
When thinking about the future development along Clear Creek planners will want to think
of the corridor as a series of “outdoor rooms.” In other words, in one section of the creek
will be areas best situated for quiet space. As you walk down the corridor you will then
come to a kids’ playground, then maybe into a “big kids” recreation area with a rock
climbing wall and kayaking access. Rather than thinking of the corridor as one long green
space, activity and development will need to be thought of in these clusters to help identify
where uses such as restaurants or recreational outfitting companies may be more and less
desirable. Again, this is an involved public process and must have the input of the
community in order to be accepted on a wide level.

Lastly, the team recommends that a proposed band shell be built along the corridor but
near downtown. A small performance stage currently exists across from the Golden Hotel
and could possibly be expanded at this location. Perhaps an amphitheater could be
incorporated into any redevelopment at the current City Hall. This type of public use that
will pull people to the creek should be considered in any development that happens along
the creek corridor.

Band Shell in Salida, CO along the
banks of the Arkansas River in
downtown park space.

SUMMARY
Golden is in an advantageous situation being so close to downtown Denver and a true
gateway to the Rocky Mountains. Eventually Golden will be even better connected to
Denver by way of light and commuter rail. While its location does keep population
numbers low the fact that Golden is a recreational user’s paradise puts it in a unique
position to capture businesses and visitors who appreciate the natural beauty and historic
fabric of the community. The biggest threat to Golden’s unique character is not growth, but
rather the lack of a unified community vision to direct and accommodate targeted,
managed growth. Golden needs to prioritize its revitalization efforts, agree on preservation
priorities and creatively capitalize on its intrinsic assets such as its natural, cultural and
historic resources. Golden must continue the preparations, planning and improvements
already underway, while also focusing on the connections to downtown and downtown
improvements. As Golden reinforces its unique identity it will develop a framework to
guide all decisions and create a cohesive inviting community that is positive for locals and
thereby attractive to guests and visitors. Because of its strong sense of community pride
and support, Golden is poised to succeed once a direction is formed and accepted by the
community.

Appendix:
Tracing Overlays
List of Resources
Team Member Information

Overlay 1. Tracing overlay of recommended sub-district divisions of the larger GURA
district. Division into sub districts will allow for more success in planning and execution
of revitalization efforts and individuality in future design guidelines in each sub-district.

Recommended
Planning
sub-districts

Overlay 2. Potential uses along Clear Creek. Illustration of “outdoor rooms“ concept as well as potential new site of City
Hall.

Overlay 3. Tracing overlay showing potential green space, connections and gateways into
downtown ripe for enhancement. Potential development sites are also noted.

Perspective 1. Because of land and building costs many new and infill development projects will need to be designed for more than two
stories. Understanding the concern of view shed blockage the team recommends pushing multi-story development to the streets east of
Washington Avenue. The perspective is based on estimations of slope and street width and block length therefore is not exact. However
an initial estimate shows that buildings perhaps as tall as nine-stories, would not obstruct view sheds of the natural environment.

RESOURCES
(Information, Technical assistance, Funding)
American Institute of Architects (AIA), publications, architects, etc.
American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA), Landscape Architecture magazine)
Colorado Brownfields Foundation– Environmental assessments and grants
Colorado Community Revitalization Association (CCRA), technical assistance in all
facets of downtown revitalization, Colorado Main Street program, DOLA/CCRA
CRP program
Colorado Historical Society (historic surveys, preservation, tax credits, etc.)
Colorado Preservation Inc. (advocacy, state preservation awards, etc.)
Department of Local Affairs (technical assistance, Energy Impacts Assistance grants,
Community Development Block grants, etc.)
Downtown Idea Exchange/Downtown Promotion Reporter publications
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) Trust Fund (parks, trails, recreation, open space
grants)
US Department of Housing & Urban Development (Housing development, HUD
Economic Development Initiative grants, etc.)
Historic Georgetown, Historic Boulder, Historic Denver, Inc. (organizational
development for advocacy, building restoration projects)
International Downtown Association (IDA)
League of Historic American Theaters (successful preservation, adaptive re-use projects,
national conferences & workshops)
Main Street 101 Training
Market Analysis (many good private consultants).
Downtown Market Analysis Toolbox (a Do-It-Yourself tool)
www.uwex.edu/ces/cced/dma
National Main Street Center: National Main Street Conference ; publications on
Organization, Design, Promotions, & Economic Restructuring
National Trust for Historic Preservation (small grants, Preservation magazine)
State Historical Fund (grants for surveys and historic preservation)
TEA-21 Enhancements (grants for trails, transportation corridors, adaptive re-use of
bridges, rail corridors, etc.)
Traditional Building magazine
Urban Land Institute (ULI)
Small Business Development Center(s)

Golden CRP Team Contacts and Bios
Cindy Christensen, Owner / Manager
Christensen Consulting, 7709 S. Curtice Way #B, Littleton, CO 80120, 303/887-1115
christensen487@msn.com
Cindy Christensen is currently the owner of Christensen Consulting, LLC, a firm that is
just more than one year old. Her company specializes in strategic planning, public
involvement processes, neighborhood and community relations, particularly in relation to
transportation, development and economic development projects.
Prior to forming Christensen Consulting, Cindy worked for more than 10 years in
economic development and transportation at the Downtown Denver, Partnership, Inc., a
non-profit business organization with more than 500 members. She directed the
Partnership’s business and retail recruitment activities, along with research, and
transportation advocacy.
Cindy joined the Partnership staff in January, 1995 and created Colorado’s first
Transportation Management Association (TMA). The TMA is a public/private
partnership designed to promote and implement creative and cost effective solutions to
mobility, parking and air quality issues for Downtown Denver constituents.
Cindy holds a bachelor’s degree in sociology, with a minor in journalism, from the
University of Northern Iowa, and a master’s degree in Organizational Management from
the University of Phoenix.
Jennifer Hall, Planner,
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Jennifer Hall is a planner and urban designer with skills in neighborhood and master
planning, including transit-oriented planning and mixed-use development. She was
recently part of a facilitation team that led a three-day “Great Streets/Great Skyline”
charrette in Colorado Springs. She helped to author a plan for the historic Euclid
neighborhood in central Salt Lake City and has worked on development review for
complicated mixed-use annexation proposals in the City of Centennial and City of
Longmont.
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